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Let Jordan And Rong Bingshao Fight One-On-One!   -  

Chapter 981: Let Jordan And Rong Bingshao Fight 
One-On-One! 

 

Rong Huangde actually suggested extracting the Mirakuru serum from Jordan’s body! 

Once Jordan lost the enhancement of the Mirakuru serum, he would have the body of 
an ordinary person. A single gunshot would be enough to kill him! 

Jordan’s environment was very dangerous. Most of his enemies had high-tech 
weapons. Guns and artillery were the norms. 

Without the serum, Jordan would have already died countless times! 

Hearing this, Lota was very worried that Jordan would agree to Rong Huangde’s 
request in his haste. She knew that Jordan had always been conceited. Even if he 
wanted to kill someone, he did not want to bully the weak. He pursued fairness, afraid 
that one party would be seen at a disadvantage. 

Lota hurriedly said, “No! Jordan is a Deity. Once he loses the protection of the serum 
and becomes an ordinary person, his life will be in danger at any time. If anything 
happens to him, it will have a huge impact on our families and the entire world!” 

The others nodded in agreement. 

With Jordan around, their technology would be able to develop rapidly in the next few 
decades. Otherwise, their progress would be much slower. The next generation might 
even become stagnant. 

Rong Huangde smiled. “So, what you mean is that you will definitely use your physical 
advantage to defeat my grandson?” 

“If you can bully the weak, can I do the same? Forgive me for being rude, but if I had the 
intention to kill you, even if the other families joined forces against me, you all are no 
match for me!” 



Rong Huangde’s words made everyone shut their mouths and lower their heads in 
silence. 

He did have the right to be so arrogant. 

During the previous war, the power displayed by Rong Bailun had already overwhelmed 
the other families. 

And Rong Huangde might have even more terrifying methods than Rong Bailun. The 
difference in strength between the families was not something that could be bridged 
overnight. 

Jordan said, “Rong Huangde, you’ve said so much because you want your grandson to 
be injected with the Mirakuru serum as well. Alright, I’m willing to hand over the serum. 
Give it to your grandson. Even if he’s injected with the Mirakuru serum, I’ll still win!” 

Dragon nodded in agreement. Both Dragon and Jordan had been injected with the 
Mirakuru serum. However, in a one-on-one battle, Dragon was still stronger than 
Jordan. 

Rong Huangde smiled in relief. “Yes, this way, it will finally be a fair duel.” 

Jordan said, “Mirakuru serum. I’ll get my subordinate, Dragon, to hand it over to you 
immediately. Where’s Rong Bingshao? When does he plan to fight me?” 

Immediately after hearing Jordan’s words, Lee Su-ji hurried toward Dragon and eagerly 
reached out to get the serum. 

Rong Huangde replied, “You have to ask him yourself. I can’t decide for him.” 

Jordan felt that Rong Huangde was being a little sly. 

Jamie said, “How would we know where your grandson is?! What if you hide him? Do 
we have to search for him for a year?” 

Even the Schmid family had concealment technology like the quantum invisibility cloak. 
The Rong family probably had similar high-tech concealment methods. If Rong 
Bingshao really wanted to hide and not be found, Jordan would not be able to find him. 

Rong Huangde smiled. “Don’t worry, the descendants of the Rong family are not 
cowards. You will soon know where he is. The entire world will know where he is. When 
the time comes, if you want to avenge Victoria, you can just look for him.” 

Jordan believed that Rong Huangde would not lie to him in front of the major families. 
Since he had already promised, Jordan did not want to continue pestering him here. 



“Alright, I’ll believe you! In a few days, after I resolve my grudge with Rong Bingshao, I’ll 
come to help you fulfill your wish for free, assuming you’re still willing to work with me 
then.” 

Jordan’s words were very clear. He would kill Rong Bingshao with his own hands. 
Whether Rong Bingshao was injected with the serum or not, he would win. 

However, Rong Huangde didn’t look too worried. He seemed very confident in his 
grandson. 

With that, Jordan left. 

Jamie followed behind him and said, “Jordan, come to my place.” 

Jordan nodded. 

Lota jogged up as well. “I want to go too.” 

“Lota!” 

Tom Schmid hurriedly called out to Lota. 

“Lota, come back. Deity Jordan is married. Don’t disturb him anymore.” 

Rong Huangde had just said that he wanted Lota and Rong Bingshao to get married. As 
a father, Tom Schmid naturally hoped that his daughter could marry a descendant of the 
Rong family. If Lota became the daughter-in-law of the Rong family, he would not have 
to worry about her future. 

Lota stopped in her tracks. Although she was already the head of the Schmid family, 
she still had to listen to her father. 

Jordan could tell that she was reluctant to part with him. He went forward and comforted 
her. 

“Lota, after we settle this matter, I’ll go to Switzerland to find you.” 

“Okay.” 

Lota looked at Jordan affectionately and nodded. 

With that, Jordan boarded Jamie’s plane and left for Manchester. 

This was Jamie’s “palace”. 

The plane landed in a sparsely populated area. 



As soon as they got off the plane, many subordinates came to welcome them. 

At this moment, another plane suddenly flew over. It had been on stealth mode and had 
been following behind Jamie’s plane. They only noticed it now. 

Jamie looked warily at the plane behind him and was instantly shocked. “It’s the Rong 
family’s fighter jet!” 

“Everyone, listen up. Attack immediately!” 

Jamie thought that Rong Bingshao was the one flying this plane. 

Bang bang bang… 

Jamie’s men attacked with their guns and laser weapons. 

But Shaun was the one on the plane. 

“Damn it!” 

Shaun wanted to come down, but he was attacked the moment he landed. Therefore, 
he pressed a button and emitted a vibrating sound wave. 

Boom! 

Even from more than 10 kilometers away, one could feel the impact. The closest 
soldiers started bleeding from their eardrums. 

Jordan and Jamie hurriedly covered their ears, feeling very uncomfortable. 

Jordan said to Jamie, “Tell your men to stop. That’s Shaun!” 

“Huh?” 

Only then did Shaun walk down from the plane. He pointed at Jamie. “Kid, you can’t 
even tell whether I am friend or foe. You’re just attacking blindly! Jordan and I are the 
closest partners now!” 

Jamie also cursed. “Why didn’t you f*cking tell us in advance that you were coming to 
my territory? Who knows which side you’re on?” 

Shaun was speechless. He ignored Jamie and walked toward Jordan. “Jordan, I heard 
your conversation with Rong Huangde. Rong Huangde is definitely not someone who 
doesn’t take his grandson’s life seriously. He claimed that he won’t interfere and will let 
you and Rong Bingshao settle this yourselves. What do you think of that?” 



Thank you for reading on  

Chapter 982: Jamie’s Life In Paradise! 

 

Shaun was a smart person. In terms of shrewdness and methods, he was more 
experienced than Jordan. He was very sure that Rong Huangde would not let Jordan kill 
Rong Bingshao. 

Jordan had already gotten Dragon to give the Mirakuru serum to Lee Su-ji, so Rong 
Bingshao would soon become Superman. 

However, this was not enough to stop Rong Bingshao from dying at Jordan’s hands. 

Even between supermen, there was a difference. 

Actually, Jordan was also thinking about this. He could tell that Rong Huangde was very 
confident in his grandson. 

Jordan frowned. “Rong Huangde doesn’t seem to be a person who goes back on his 
word. Since he said in front of the major families that he wouldn’t interfere and let us 
juniors settle it ourselves, he probably won’t interfere. But if he really doesn’t interfere, 
Rong Bingshao will definitely die.” 

Shaun nodded. “I think so too. Unless he truly believes that Rong Bingshao can defeat 
you. But Rong Bingshao is far inferior to you in terms of physical ability and strategies.” 

Jamie suddenly interrupted. “What if Rong Huangde assists from behind the scenes? 
With Rong Huangde advising Rong Bingshao from behind the scenes, he will have 
good strategies, while his physical ability will be similar to Jordan’s due to the serum. 
Coupled with the high-tech weapons of the Rong family, will Jordan still have a chance 
of winning?” 

Jordan snorted. “If that’s what he thinks, then he’s underestimating me. As long as the 
Rong family doesn’t use their large-scale weapons to protect Rong Bingshao, he will 
definitely die! 

“Alright, stop standing outside. Let’s talk inside. Jordan, I’ll show you my current living 
environment. You’ll definitely fall in love with this place, haha!” 

Jamie couldn’t wait to pull Jordan in. He owned the place and had renovated it as he 
pleased. Now, he wanted to show it off to Jordan. 



Shaun followed them in and came to a very spacious living room. The decor was very 
classy. Sleek, white furniture, modern art pieces and warm lighting. 

Jamie invited them to sit in the living room and snapped his fingers. “Jessica, Taylor, 
come and pour tea for the guests!” 

Soon, two lovely women in tight-fitting outfits walked over and poured tea for Jordan 
and Shaun. 

Shaun looked at the two women in a daze. “Eh? Why do these two women look so 
familiar? Are they celebrities?” 

Jamie took a sip of tea and smiled. “Celebrities? They are just maids. Hahaha! I heard 
that you like to play with female celebrities, Shaun. You chose Paris Gildon previously, 
right? She’s so ordinary, yet you still like her. With your lousy taste in women, how are 
you worthy of being my third brother’s partner! I’ll give you a few amazing ones. You’ll 
definitely like them!” 

Jamie asked Jessica and Taylor, who had starred in many television series, to leave 
first. He then snapped his fingers. 

“Demi, Sharon, Goldie, Julianne, come out and meet my third brother and my VIP!” 

Jordan and Shaun held their teacups and looked at each other. They wondered who 
these women were. 

Soon, four beautiful and alluring goddesses who could instantly surpass any female 
celebrity in the entertainment industry walked toward them. 

“Pfft…” 

Shaun had just taken a sip of tea when he was so shocked that he spat it out. 

“Oh my god, you actually managed to get these four major beauties!” 

Shaun was shocked. 

These four beauties were all the female celebrities whom Shaun had admired when he 
was young. Even among goddesses, they were at the top. 

Going by age, they were indeed on the older side. 

However, Jamie used the Park family’s youth-enhancing pills l to turn them into their 
younger selves. 



The four beauties walked up to Jamie. He immediately introduced them. “This is my 
third brother. It’s all thanks to his research that you were able to become 20 years 
younger!” 

Previously, the Park family’s research could only make a person 10 years younger. 
However, after further research by Jordan, he managed to extend the effects to 20 
years. 

If not for the fact that he didn’t need it, Jordan would have continued the research until 
the results yielded 30 years younger! 

The four beauties quickly bowed and thanked Jordan. “Thank you, Mr. Jordan!” 

At Jordan’s age, he had actually not watched many of their shows. However, he knew 
that they were the most popular female celebrities back then, so he returned the 
greeting very respectfully. 

When Shaun saw that the goddess he admired when he was young was still as 
beautiful as he remembered, he couldn’t hold it in anymore. 

“Jamie, can I really choose any of these goddesses?” Shaun asked. 

Jamie said disdainfully, “What goddess? They are just my maids. Pick whoever you 
want!” 

Shaun stood up and pulled a tall and sweet beauty into his arms. 

“Demi, I’ve liked you for many years. Hehe.” 

Shaun gave a wicked laugh. 

Seeing this, Jordan hurriedly berated him. “Shaun, let go of her. Be more respectful!” 

He said to the beauties, “Everyone, I know you’re all very famous female celebrities. 
You’ve also worked hard for so many years. You deserve our respect. My second 
brother is too reckless. But don’t worry, I have the authority to allow you to leave this 
place.” 

But after they heard Jordan’s words, one of the female celebrities grabbed Jordan’s 
hand. “No, Mr. Jordan, we don’t want to leave. We stayed here willingly. Your status is 
so noble. You must not put us on a pedestal. If you like us, that will be the happiest 
thing for us.” 

“Sharon, this…” 

Jordan was stunned and did not know what to say. 



Jamie gave a wicked smile. “Jordan, you’re not as good as me when it comes to 
women. I didn’t force them to stay here, and I’ve never forced them to do anything they 
don’t want to do. But let me tell you why they’re still willing to stay here. 

“If they go back to their ordinary world, they will gradually grow old as time passes. 
Plastic surgery will eventually not be enough and they’ll become old, ugly and 
unpopular. They won’t even dare to go out and ruin the good image their fans have of 
them. By staying with me, I can keep them in their 20s or 30s forever. Which woman 
doesn’t want to stay young forever?” 

The four beauties nodded in unison. “Yes, as long as you let us stay here, we’re willing 
to do anything for you.” 

“Hahaha, in that case, I won’t stand on ceremony! I’ll have some fun first. You two 
brothers can continue chatting, haha!” 

Shaun laughed loudly as he went into a room with a beauty under each arm. 

“Damn it, let my brother choose first!” 

Jamie scolded Shaun before saying to Jordan, “Look, it’s just these two now. Do you 
like them?” 

Jordan waved his hand. “You know my style. When have I ever slept with anyone other 
than my wives? Let them leave this room. They’re all my aunt’s generation. I feel very 
stressed with them in here!” 

Thank you for reading on  

Chapter 983: Park Sora Is Missing! 

 

Perhaps most ordinary middle-aged men would not be able to control themselves at the 
sight of these four beauties. But to Jordan, the four of them were too old. Some of them 
were already 60 years old! 

In addition, Jordan had grown up overseas and his taste was more diverse. 

Jamie shook his head. “You don’t like these ladies who are more mature and 
experienced? Isn’t Victoria also older than you?” 

Jordan replied softly, “These ladies are 30 years older than Victoria!” 

Indeed, Victoria was 30 years old. But these ladies were 30 years older than her! 



They could even be Jordan’s grandmothers! 

Jamie laughed. “So, in this aspect, you’ll always be biased! You refuse to try women 
who are 30 years older than your wife? You’re too lousy! Alright, ladies, you can go 
back first. I’ll call you if there’s anything.” 

After the maids left, Jamie held his teacup and sighed. 

“Sigh.” 

Jordan was rather annoyed. “You lead such a carefree life here, and so many female 
celebrities have warmed your bed. Why are you sighing?” 

Jordan realized that he was a Deity and the head of the Steele family, but his life was 
not as carefree as Jamie’s. 

As the saying went, the greater the ability, the greater the responsibility and the higher 
the status, the more enemies one would have. More people would be jealous and attack 
you. 

During this period of time, Jordan’s life had been far from carefree. He had been 
through a lot. 

Alibaba founder and billionaire Jack Ma said he regretted building Alibaba and would 
rather have held a normal job with a normal salary. Most people believed that he was 
just “humble-bragging”. 

Perhaps others could not understand him, but Jordan could! He had the same thoughts! 

He would rather be an ordinary man. He didn’t even need to be that rich. It was enough 
for him to have Lauren and Victoria by his side. 

Jamie took a sip of tea and shook his head. “These women aren’t true love. It’s just an 
exchange of benefits. Everyone is just taking what they need. I covet their beauty and 
bodies. They covet my money, status and eternal youth. 

“Actually, in the past few years, the only person who can make me feel love is Sora… 
Younger girls are less materialistic and less scheming. Only they will love someone with 
all their heart. Oh, right. How has Sora been recently? I want to see her…” 

Splash! 

Jordan splashed the tea in his teacup onto Jamie’s face! 

Jordan said angrily, “Jamie, are you still going to mess around? I clearly told you not to 
find Park Sora anymore. She’s our half-sister!” 



Jamie wiped the tea leaves off his face and said aggrievedly, “I didn’t. You’ve 
misunderstood me. Jordan, how could I dare to do such a thing to her? Do you think I 
won’t be afraid of Dad beating me to death? I’m just concerned about her. I want to 
know how she’s been recently. 

“As you know, she just lost her mother and grandfather. She has no one. Cheon Ji-hoon 
isn’t her biological father. I don’t know if he will take good care of her.” 

Hearing this, Jordan also felt that Park Sora was very pitiful and worried about how she 
was doing. After all, Jordan was the one who killed her mother… 

Jordan also felt very guilty toward Park Anya. Even if she wasn’t his younger sister, 
Jordan still had to take care of her. 

“I’ll call and ask.” 

Jordan called Tim first because he had arranged for him to go to South Korea to take 
care of all the Park family matters. 

Tim soon found Cheon Ji-hoon and asked him to talk to Jordan personally. 

“Hello, Mr. Steele. I’m Cheon Ji-hoon!” 

Cheon Ji-hoon greeted Jordan in English. 

Jordan could tell that Cheon Ji-hoon’s English was not good, and it took a lot of effort for 
him to understand him. So he took the initiative to communicate with him in Korean. 

“How has Park Sora been recently?” 

Cheon Ji-hoon said, “I’m really sorry. I lost her!” 

“Lost her? What do you mean?” 

Jordan became worried. 

Cheon Ji-hoon’s tone was apologetic. “It’s all my fault. I was forced to step down. After 
leaving the Blue House, I became depressed and drank every day. I didn’t care for 
Sora. I thought that she had been hiding in her room to brood over her mother’s death. I 
didn’t disturb her and only sent someone to deliver food. 

“But one day, I went to visit her and realized that she was no longer in the room. Mr. 
Tim and I have already sent people to search the country, but we can’t find Sora.” 

Jordan felt very worried. 



Park Sora was a rebellious girl. It could be seen from the way she fell in love with Jamie 
behind her parents’ backs and flew to the battlefield to meet him. Jordan was worried 
that Park Sora would choose to commit suicide after learning that his mother was dead. 

In that case, Jordan would feel even more guilty. He would have let Madam down. 

Jordan said, “She might have left South Korea. I’ll send people to search for her in 
various countries. By the way, why did you step down?” 

Cheon Ji-hoon sighed. “You should know that it’s all thanks to Madam that I was able to 
achieve my status. Once Madam died, those people knew that my backer was gone, so 
they took me down. Not only did they strip me of my position, they even wanted to send 
me to prison! Mr. Steele, I know you’re resourceful. Please help me! 

“Although I’m not Sora’s biological father, I’ve watched her grow up all these years. In 
her eyes, I am like her father. She can’t lose me, and I don’t want to leave her!” 

Jordan said, “You can talk to Tim about these minor matters.” 

Jordan hung up the phone. 

Hearing the debacle, Jamie walked over anxiously and asked, “Jordan, what 
happened? Is Sora missing?” 

Jordan nodded. “She might have run away from home. You should know her personality 
very well. It’s definitely possible for her to do such a thing.” 

Jamie looked worried. “Her mother is dead. She was the only one who could control 
her. I’m worried that something will happen to her. I’ll send men to find her immediately!” 

“No need!” Jordan immediately rejected. “I’ll send my men to find her. As the head of 
the Steele family, I order you not to interact with her.” 

Jordan could tell that Jamie still liked Park Sora. He was afraid that this b*stard wouldn’t 
be able to control himself and would do something wrong again. 

Jamie looked very aggrieved. He was so angry that he kicked a million-dollar chair. 

“I’ll go find Daddy tomorrow to do a DNA test! I don’t look like our father at all. I’m 
definitely not his biological son! By then, you will have no reason to stop me and Sora!” 

Jordan pointed at Jamie. “We have different mothers, so if you’re not Daddy’s son, then 
we’re no longer brothers. But Park Sora is still my younger sister. If an outsider like you 
sullies my younger sister, I’ll kill you immediately!” 



Jamie was momentarily taken aback. After analyzing this logic, he hurriedly went 
forward. “Brother! Look at me closely! How can I not be our father’s son?! How about 
you take a seat? I’ve invited your favorite American talk show host to stay here. I’ll get 
him to come over and perform for you.” 

… 

Meanwhile, Rong Huangde and his grandson had met up again. 

Thank you for reading on  

Chapter 984: Rong Huangde’s Plan! 

 

Huangguoshu Waterfall. 

This was one of the largest waterfalls in China and East Asia located on the Baishui 
River. The sound of the waterfall was like a train passing by. 

All the tourists in the area had been evacuated by the Rong family. Only Rong Huangde 
and Rong Bingshao were standing there. 

Although the two of them were standing some distance away from the waterfall, the 
force of the falling water produced a light mist spray that fell on their bodies and faces. 

Soon, their clothes were all wet. 

However, Rong Huangde still stood with his hands behind his back. He looked at the 
magnificent waterfall in a daze, as if he was thinking about something. 

“Hello, Grandpa.” 

Rong Bingshao greeted Rong Huangde. He had already been injected with the Mirakuru 
serum, and his body had changed drastically. 

However, Rong Bingshao was not grateful for Jordan’s gift. 

Rong Bingshao said, “I don’t need the Mirakuru serum. Our family also has something 
similar to it. Moreover, I have the Black Armor. I’m not afraid of him at all!” 

However, Rong Huangde shook his head, still staring at the waterfall. “Child, I promised 
the four families that I wouldn’t interfere in this matter and let you and Jordan settle it 
one-on-one. Do you blame me?” 



Rong Bingshao had always been conceited. “No, I’m not afraid of him!” 

Rong Huangde said, “With our family’s current status, even if Jordan is a Deity, he can’t 
go against our family. I can protect you by force. However, I don’t want to ruin my good 
relationship with him. On the other hand, I hope to use this opportunity to train you. 

“There’s nothing like going against a Deity to boost your growth. Although there’s a 
certain risk, I’ll teach you what to do. I guarantee that it’ll be like when you time-traveled 
to the previous year. Take the initiative and make Jordan unable to do anything to you.” 

After Rong Bingshao’s body strengthened, he felt that he could kill a tiger with one 
punch. He felt invincible and was eager to fight Jordan. 

Rong Bingshao said happily, “Now, I have a superhuman body. Coupled with your 
intelligence, Grandpa, it would be so easy for me to kill that kid, Jordan.” 

Rong Huangde turned around and reminded him, “It’s a good thing to be confident. 
However, you have to be very careful when dealing with Jordan. You slept with his 
woman. He won’t let you off just like that. He will definitely try his best to find you and 
then castrate you or kill you.” 

“How dare he! I am not trash like Tyler Collins and Cayden Huxley! How can I let him 
butcher me like this?!” 

Rong Bingshao knew about Tyler and Cayden, as well as their history with Jordan. 

Rong Huangde smiled. “Although you’ve also been injected with the Mirakuru serum, 
I’m afraid you’re still not Jordan’s match in a one-on-one battle. But of course, I won’t 
watch you be bullied by him. I have a way to make him not dare to touch you at all.” 

Rong Bingshao was taken aback. “Really? What way?” 

Rong Huangde felt that the waterfall was a little noisy, so he instructed someone to 
make it quieter. 

In just a few seconds, a few of their subordinates pulled a transparent cloth from where 
they were standing, blocking 80% of the sound of the waterfall. 

If the people from the acoustics industry saw this, they would definitely be shocked. This 
thing was a hundred times more advanced than current soundproof materials. 

Rong Huangde continued. “Let me ask you, how did you defeat Jordan when you time-
traveled to last year?” 

Rong Bingshao said, “We guessed that he cares a lot about the lives of the people in 
the capital. He will definitely choose to save the lives of the people in the capital.” 



Rong Huangde nodded. “Since you know the enemy’s weakness, you have to make 
good use of it and do the same thing. Previously, you were able to use this to restrain 
and distract him. Now, you can still use this to make him not dare to touch you.” 

Rong Bingshao didn’t want his grandfather to underestimate him. He knew that his 
grandfather had high hopes for him, but he couldn’t think of a way to use this against 
Jordan. 

“I’m sorry, Grandpa. I can’t think of anything. Please guide me!” 

Rong Bingshao felt ashamed. 

“Didn’t you disguise yourself as a Caucasian high school boy previously? Continue to 
use this identity and do something for the US. Think about it. If you become an 
American hero, the pride of the US, if you provide the US with the most advanced 
medical care, technology and weapons, if you become a national scholar, a pillar and 
even a savior… by then, do you think Jordan will still dare to touch you? Can he touch 
you?” 

Rong Bingshao laughed out loud. “If Jordan dares to touch me, he will be going against 
the entire country! The Americans will spit on him so much that he will drown in their 
saliva! This kid cares so much about the lives and opinions of the American citizens. He 
won’t do anything that goes against their wishes. 

“Grandpa, this is a brilliant move. But if I give all the advanced inventions of our family 
to the US, won’t it be giving them a free ride? The US is already one of the most 
powerful countries in the world!” 

Rong Huangde said, “Even if you don’t give it to them, with Jordan’s relationship with 
the US, the country will still develop exponentially. Just be more discerning. You don’t 
have to offer too much, or you can only give half. You can even provide false 
information. It all depends on how you plan to carry it out.” 

Rong Bingshao smiled. “No problem, Grandpa. I know what to do. I’ll think of a way to 
become an American hero. Hehe, although Jordan has done a lot for the US, no one in 
that country knows about him! I wonder if he will be jealous when he sees my new 
fame?” 

… 

Fox News. 

News anchor: “China recently issued a statement, specifically targeting the US. The 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs has responded today, criticizing China’s malicious attack as 
despicable. 



“Meanwhile, Chinese heavyweight boxer Zhang Zhilei also made inappropriate 
comments on Twitter and provoked the US. 

“American featherweight boxer Duke Ragan personally went to China to challenge 
Zhang Zhilei, but unfortunately, he died in the ring…” 

On Twitter. 

‘Damn Zhang Zhilei! This is murder! He should be shot! How can he go scot-free after 
killing someone?’ 

‘Sigh, you won’t be charged for beating someone to death in the ring. Duke Ragan can 
only blame himself for being too impulsive. The boxing scene in the US might be more 
developed than in China, but he is just a featherweight! Wasn’t he courting death by 
challenging a heavyweight?’ 

‘What do you mean by that? Are you even American?! Any hot-blooded man will not 
tolerate others trampling on us like this! If it were me, I would go too. So what if I die?!’ 

‘Well said! Zhang Zhilei is too much of a b*stard. Doesn’t basketball star Yao Ming claim 
to have a good relationship with both countries? Why didn’t he play peacemaker? So 
hypocritical!’ 

‘Brother, boxing and basketball are two totally different sports. Not all athletes know 
each other!’ 

“…” 

As Rong Bingshao read the heated discussion online, his lips twisted into a smile. 

Thank you for reading on  

Chapter 985: Rong Bingshao Challenges Zhang Zhilei! 

 

Rong Bingshao was planning to do something sensational. He wanted everyone in the 
US to know about him, admire him, and see him as a hero. Coincidentally, a Chinese 
boxer had angered the Americans by killing a boxing champion from the US. 

If Rong Bingshao disguised himself as an American and helped the Americans deal with 
this person… 

Wouldn’t that instantly ignite the internet and make the US citizens worship him? 



“Zhang Zhilei. Hehe, you sure are unlucky.” 

Although they were both Chinese, Rong Bingshao had never treated anyone other than 
his own family as fellow human beings. 

Their lives were not in Rong Bingshao’s radar at all. 

But Rong Bingshao felt that this was not enough. Since the conflict had already started, 
he wanted it to worsen. 

He picked up the phone and called Lee Su-ji. 

“Su-ji, I think it’s time for us to start a conflict against the Americans. Help me create 
some news about a spate of attacks on Americans living in China. Not just youths but 
also the elderly. Make it as pitiful as possible. I want to incite the Americans as much as 
possible.” 

Discrimination existed everywhere in the world. The Chinese had a strong sense of 
national pride and cases of discrimination against foreigners were not unheard of. 

In 2013, 53% of the Chinese surveyed had an unfavorable view of the US. And in 2018, 
President Donald Trump launched a trade war against China, further increasing anti-US 
sentiment in China. 

Rong Bingshao wanted this situation to become even more intense. 

After a day, there was indeed an endless stream of reports about physical and verbal 
attacks directed at the US community in China. 

American netizens were furious. 

Rong Bingshao chose this moment to disguise himself as an 18-year-old American boy 
and started marketing himself. He set up new social media accounts under his false 
identity and released a video. 

“Hello, everyone. I’m Canine Steele from the US. I’m 18 years old this year, and an 
ordinary high school graduate. My alma mater is Trinity High School. I saw our country’s 
boxer, Duke Ragan, travel to China to seek justice from Zhang Zhilei. However, he was 
mercilessly beaten to death. I’m so angry! 

“I’ve already arrived in China and issued a challenge to Zhang Zhilei. We’ll have a life-
and-death battle in the arena at eight o’clock tonight. I want to avenge Duke Ragan. I 
want to seek justice for all the Americans who were discriminated against and treated 
unfairly! 



“I want to tell the world that Americans are not to be trifled with. We are one of the most 
powerful nations in the world. Whoever provokes us will have to pay the price!” 

It was a short video lasting less than a minute. After it was released, Rong Bingshao 
spent over a million dollars to boost his post so that everyone in the world would see it. 

The video went viral worldwide within a day. 

The American netizens went wild with their comments. 

‘Brother, don’t be rash. You’re only 18 years old. You still have a bright future ahead of 
you. It’s not worth sacrificing your life for such a scoundrel!’ 

‘Good job, Canine Steele! You’re so brave! Just do it! We’ll support you!’ 

‘Oh my god, you are just a student who recently graduated from high school, but 
already so brave and patriotic! Whether you win or lose, you’re my hero!’ 

“F*ck, I’m also from Trinity High School. Why haven’t I seen you before?’ 

“…” 

Rong Bingshao released his video on all the major social platforms across the world. 

To openly announce his challenge to Zhang Zhilei! 

He also asked his family to call the bosses of all the social media platforms, to make 
sure that his video was the top trending topic. 

Soon, news that a young man from the US was challenging a top boxing champion 
spread throughout the world. 

Eight o’clock in the evening, at the Cotai Arena in Macau, China. 

This was where Zhang Zhilei killed Duke Ragan. Today, Rong Bingshao was going to 
challenge Zhang Zhilei in the boxing arena. 

Rong Bingshao put on his disguise as an American teenager and took an ordinary-
looking taxi to the entrance of the hotel. 

The moment he arrived at the entrance of the hotel, Rong Bingshao was surrounded by 
reporters from all over the world, as well as a huge crowd of Americans. 

“Mr. Steele, is it true that you want to challenge boxing champion Zhang Zhilei? Do you 
really want to fight him to the death?” 



“Have you learned martial arts or boxing before? What’s your relationship with Duke 
Ragan, who was killed by Zhang Zhilei? There are rumors that you’re his illegitimate 
son. What’s your explanation?” 

“There’s a girl who claims to be your ex-girlfriend from Trinity High School. She is 
cheering you on. What do you have to say to your ex-girlfriend?” 

The reporters surrounded Rong Bingshao. He was getting a headache from their 
barrage of questions. 

Rong Bingshao finally had a chance to escape when the security guards stopped the 
reporters. However, he was blocked by a group of Americans. 

A righteous-looking American stood in front of Rong Bingshao. 

“Canine Steele, I know you’re very angry. We’re as angry as you! We want to tear that 
b*stard Zhang Zhilei apart! But we have to be rational! You’re just a student who 
recently graduated from high school. You’re definitely not a match for a professional 
boxer!” 

Another middle-aged woman tried to persuade him. “That’s right, little boy. We all think 
that you’re very impressive to have the courage to challenge a boxing champion. That’s 
good enough. Go home.” 

“Your ex-girlfriend, friends and family are all very worried about you. We don’t want to 
see another US citizen beaten to death!” 

Others from the crowd chimed in. 

“Boy, go back home!” 

Rong Bingshao ignored the reporters because they were mostly foreigners. However, 
he still had to pretend to be friendly to his “American compatriots”. 

Milking the attention, he put on an act, like he was sacrificing his life for justice. “My 
fellow countrymen, my family. I am just an ordinary US citizen but I came here with no 
intention of returning! I’ve already made peace with life and death. Even if I have to pay 
the price of death, I have to tell those who provoked the US that we, Americans, are not 
pushovers! 

“Also, please believe in my strength. I will defeat Zhang Zhilei and avenge all 
Americans!” 

Thank you for reading on  
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Only then did everyone carefully examine Rong Bingshao’s physique. 

Rong Bingshao had a very handsome face, making him appear like a fragile pretty boy. 
However, because of the Mirakuru serum, Rong Bingshao’s body had changed. 

He was originally 183cm and had now shot up to 187cm. His arms and legs were much 
more muscular. 

Just going by his physique, he did look like a qualified boxer. 

“Alright, we support you, Canine Steele! You will definitely win!” 

“Canine Steele will definitely win!” 

“Victory! Kill that brat Zhang Zhilei!” 

Amidst everyone’s cheers, Rong Bingshao walked into the boxing arena with his fans. 

At this moment, the boxing champion Zhang Zhilei was already in the ring, sitting in a 
relaxed position and drinking fruit juice. Beside him were two women massaging his 
shoulders. 

Many Chinese spectators surrounded the ring, waiting to watch a good show. From their 
expressions, it could be seen that they had absolute confidence in Zhang Zhilei and 
contempt for the American challenger. 

“Hehe, a brat who has just reached adulthood actually dares to challenge me. He’s 
courting death!” 

Zhang Zhilei looked at Canine Steele. Although the other party’s physique looked 
alright, Zhang Zhilei was not afraid. After all, Zhang Zhilei had once defeated a two-
meter opponent with one punch. Canine Steele’s 1.87 meters height was no threat. 

Canine Steele walked into the ring and shouted at the arrogant Zhang Zhilei. 

“Zhang Zhilei! You insulted America and killed our boxer, Duke Ragan. Today, I will 
seek justice for my fellow countrymen!” 

Zhang Zhilei continued to enjoy his massage with a smile. After a few seconds, he took 
a piece of paper from his manager and threw it at Canine Steele’s feet. 

“Rascal, cut the crap. Hurry up and sign this match agreement. Thereafter, you can 
stand there and wait for death!” 



Rong Bingshao picked up the “match agreement” and glanced at it. It basically stated 
that this was a fair boxing match between the two of them. It was completely different 
from a private fight. Therefore, regardless of life or death, the other party did not have to 
bear any responsibility. 

To put it simply, one could legally beat his opponent to death. 

This way, even if Canine Steele died, the US had no grounds to criticize Zhang Zhilei. 

Rong Bingshao gave a faint smile. He picked up the pen and signed the contract. 

Zhang Zhilei stood up and said to Rong Bingshao, “Good lad, you really have guts. You 
dare to challenge me even though you just reached adulthood. Although Duke Ragan 
was a little overconfident, he’s still a boxing expert with a lot of competition experience. 
You’re just an amateur who I’ve never heard of. How dare you come here to seek 
death? You Americans really don’t know their limits. Hahaha!” 

Rong Bingshao was completely immersed in his role as an American citizen. He 
retorted angrily, “Cut the crap! You insulted the US. I’m going to beat you to death 
today!” 

Zhang Zhilei shook his head in disdain. “I only need one punch to kill you!” 

Rong Bingshao stood rooted to the ground. “Oh, really? Then try punching me and see 
if you can kill me.” 

Zhang Zhilei put on his boxing gloves. There were no referees in this life-and-death 
battle. As long as they did not use weapons, they could fight however they wanted. 

“Haha.” 

Zhang Zhilei smiled and walked toward Rong Bingshao confidently. 

“Canine Steele, you can do it!” 

“Canine Steele, you can do it!” 

Outside the ring, many Americans cheered for Rong Bingshao in unison. 

Zhang Zhilei walked up to Rong Bingshao and threw a punch. But he retracted it just 
before he made contact with Rong Bingshao’s face. 

He was just trying to scare Rong Bingshao. 

“Hahaha…” 



Zhang Zhilei laughed happily. 

However, Rong Bingshao remained as still as a mountain. He did not even blink. 

“Oh? This kid isn’t afraid?” 

Zhang Zhilei didn’t expect this young American to be so bold. 

In that case, he wouldn’t hold back anymore. He was going to punch him for real. 

Boom! 

Zhang Zhilei used 70% of his strength to punch Rong Bingshao in the stomach! 

Rong Bingshao didn’t dodge and let Zhang Zhilei hit him. 

“Ah!” 

Several American spectators did not dare to watch this scene and closed their eyes. 
The image of Duke Ragan being beaten to death by Zhang Zhilei was still fresh in their 
minds. 

However, to everyone’s surprise, Rong Bingshao was fine after being punched! 

Moreover, he did not even take half a step back! 

“What?” 

Zhang Zhilei was stunned. How was this possible?! 

He was a heavyweight boxer! 

How could an ordinary person withstand his punch?! 

Although he didn’t use all his strength in this punch, it was still powerful enough to make 
a man take a step back or even spit out a mouthful of blood. 

“This boy’s stomach is like an iron shield!” 

“F*ck, is this boy Captain American?” 

“Does Captain America really exist? Oh, this is amazing!” 

Both the Americans and Chinese were shocked. 



Rong Bingshao laughed disdainfully. “Is that all you’ve got? I’ll give you another chance. 
If you can’t kill me with one punch, it’s my turn to hit you.” 

Zhang Zhilei swallowed nervously. He realized that this fellow was not that simple. He 
might be a hundred times more difficult to deal with than Duke Ragan! 

He didn’t dare to hold back anymore. He used all his strength and punched at Rong 
Bingshao! 

Boom! 

“Ah!” 

At the scene, many Americans covered their faces again. 

However, when they peeped through their fingers, they realized that Rong Bingshao 
was still standing there unharmed. 

This time, he only took a slight step back. He still did not vomit blood and was not 
knocked down. 

Rong Bingshao smiled disdainfully and thought to himself: ‘Heh, what an idiot. With 
Jordan’s Mirakuru serum, a person will be fine even after falling from a height of dozens 
of stories. But you want to kill me with a single punch? Dream on! Even if I’m smacked 
in the face by a fully-grown tiger, it’ll be like scratching an itch to me!’ 

Zhang Zhilei panicked and kept retreating. He stared at Rong Bingshao in horror. 
“That’s impossible! Who are you? What kind of martial arts do you practice?! Why can’t 
I injure you?!” 

Rong Bingshao smiled gently. “Because you’re not strong enough. Do you want to know 
what real power is? Let me show you!” 

With that, Rong Bingshao raised his right fist and punched Zhang Zhilei’s stomach! 

“Damn it!” 

Zhang Zhilei dodged but the other party was even faster. His fist landed accurately on 
Zhang Zhilei’s body. 

“Pfft!” 

Zhang Zhilei instantly fell to the ground and spat out blood! 

“Oh my god! He did it!” 



“Canine Steele is invincible!” 

Rong Bingshao followed up with a second punch! 

Boom! 

Zhang Zhilei no longer had the strength to fight back. He couldn’t even stand up! 
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“Zhang Zhilei!” 

Seeing that Zhang Zhilei was completely defenseless after two punches, his manager, 
assistants and bodyguards all rushed onto the stage to protect him. 

They knew very well that if they did not rush into the ring, their boxing champion Zhang 
Zhilei would be beaten to death by this American youth! 

However, in order to be a hero and avenge the Americans, how could Rong Bingshao 
let Zhang Zhilei off? 

Rong Bingshao punched every single member of Zhang Zhilei’s entourage, knocking 
them all unconscious. 

He then continued to punch Zhang Zhilei’s head. 

Boom! 

Zhang Zhilei fell heavily to the ground and closed his eyes. He died on the spot! 

A boxing champion had been killed! 

“Ah! Canine Steele did it! We, Americans, did it!” 

“Hero! You’re the hero of all Americans!” 

At the scene, all the Americans were in an uproar. 

However, this caused many Chinese to be unhappy. Their manner was arrogant as if 
they were trying to provoke the Americans. 



Rong Bingshao roared. “I’ll kill anyone who dares to touch us!” 

After witnessing Rong Bingshao’s terrifying strength, some Chinese rowdy spectators 
no longer dared to do anything and left obediently. Thereafter, Rong Bingshao left the 
arena with his fans surrounding him. 

At this moment, a particular name and image appeared across all social media 
platforms. 

Canine Steele. 

The video of Rong Bingshao killing Zhang Zhilei went viral on the Internet. 

Everyone knew that this young man from the US had gone to China to challenge a 
Chinese boxing champion. After knowing the outcome, everyone was shocked and 
excited! 

“Canine Steele is really the hero of America! He has avenged our country! He is the role 
model and benefactor to all Americans!” 

“No amount of praise is enough to describe Canine Steele’s contribution! He’s the 
savior of our country, stepping forward to save us!” 

“We should erect a statue of him! Everyone should donate money to him, buy him a 
house, give him a car, give him a girlfriend!” 

“That’s right. After Canine Steele returns to the country, we should give him everything 
he wants! He stood up for us Americans!” 

“F*ck! I’m crying. Canine Steele is too gutsy. If he likes my wife, I won’t hesitate to let 
him have her!” 

In just the blink of an eye, Canine Steele’s name spread throughout the US. Everyone 
knew about this young hero! 

… 

Meanwhile, in Manchester, England. 

Jordan was meditating. He had been like this for the past two days. He would often 
meditate for hours. 

Ever since he found out that Victoria had been violated by that b*stard Rong Bingshao, 
Jordan could not calm down. 

He couldn’t wait to kill Rong Bingshao and avenge Victoria. 



Now, he didn’t want to do anything else. He just wanted to get news about Rong 
Bingshao and kill him. 

Knock knock! 

After knocking twice, Shaun pushed the door open and walked in with a panicked 
expression. 

“Jordan, look, Rong Bingshao has resurfaced!” 

Jordan immediately looked at his phone and saw that it was not the Chinese Rong 
Bingshao, but the boy disguised as a Caucasian person. 

“Canine Steele?” 

Jordan looked at the headlines and was puzzled. 

Shaun explained, “Yes, that little b*stard Rong Bingshao got a fake US identity card. 
He’s from the capital and his name is Canine Steele. This name is clearly meant to 
humiliate you. He’s calling you a dog!” 

Jordan clenched his fists. This b*stard Rong Bingshao probably registered as Canine 
Steele when he slept with Victoria! 

If Jordan had asked Dragon to investigate then, he might have discovered that 
something was wrong with this fellow! 

Shaun clicked a video and showed it to Jordan. The video showed Rong Bingshao 
killing the boxing champion Zhang Zhilei. 

Shaun said, “Rong Bingshao disguised himself as an American and challenged Chinese 
boxing champion Zhang Zhilei. This boxer previously insulted Americans online and 
even killed an American boxer, causing public outrage in the US. Now that Rong 
Bingshao has killed Zhang Zhilei and avenged the Americans, everyone on the internet 
is praising him and calling him a hero!” 

Jordan was furious. “Hero? Is he even worthy?!” 

Rong Bingshao had previously disregarded the lives of millions of citizens in the capital, 
threatening to detonate paper bombs in the city. 

How could such a vile person be worthy of being called an American hero? 

Shaun said worriedly, “What should we do now? Rong Bingshao has finally resurfaced 
but in such a manner. He’s probably deliberately pretending to be an American hero so 
that it won’t be easy for you to attack him.” 



Jordan stood up slowly, his gaze cold. “I already said that once I find out where Rong 
Bingshao is, no matter where he is or what he has done, I will rush over to kill him 
immediately! Does he think I won’t dare to kill him just because he has disguised 
himself as a fellow American? Hmph, whoever defiles my woman will definitely die! 

“Where is he now?” 

Jordan was agitated, his eyes filled with killing intent. 

If he didn’t kill Rong Bingshao, Jordan wouldn’t dare to face Victoria! 

If it was Shaun, he might still continue to cooperate with his enemy even if the guy 
defiled his wife and caused her to commit suicide. 

But Jordan could not do that. 

He was a Deity. He didn’t need to endure others. Whoever provoked him, he would 
immediately retaliate! 

Immediately! 

Shaun said, “He just finished the boxing match and is already on a plane to the US. His 
destination is the capital.” 

Jordan said, “Launch our fighter jet and shoot down his plane!” 

Shaun quickly rejected the idea. “No, Jordan, he’s taking a civilian flight, not a private 
plane. There are many ordinary passengers on the plane!” 

“What? He didn’t take a private plane?” 

Jordan was a little surprised. Now that Rong Bingshao had exposed his location, he 
should know very well that Jordan would come looking for him soon. 

He was in a very dangerous situation. He could be killed by Jordan at any time! 

Logically speaking, he should be sitting on his private plane with a large group of men 
protecting him. 

However, he was taking a civilian flight alone and not using the Rong family’s high-tech 
fighter jet. 

Jordan said, “To the capital, right? Alright, I’ll go to the capital as well. When he gets off 
the plane, I’ll beat him to death and avenge Victoria!” 

“I’ll go with you!” 



Shaun hurried after Jordan. The two of them boarded a plane and flew quickly to the 
capital. 

… 

10 hours later. 

The capital airport. 

The airport parking lot was full, and the airport lobby was packed. A large number of 
people had gathered on the tarmac. 

They were not here to take a plane. Instead, they were here to welcome the new 
American hero Canine Steele! 
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They were either shouting Canine Steele’s name or waving flags and signs with his 
name on them. This scene was 10 times crazier than those crazy fans chasing after 
their favorite celebrities. 

Not only were there teenage girls in this group, but there were also middle-aged men 
and even some elderly ladies in their 70s and 80s. 

They were all fans of Canine Steele. 

Knowing that Canine Steele was flying back to the capital, they had specially come to 
welcome him. 

They wanted to thank Canine Steele on behalf of all Americans! 

Jordan had already expected this situation. He couldn’t wait to take revenge on Rong 
Bingshao and kill him. He didn’t want too many people to see this bloody scene, so he 
called Lionel in advance and asked him to control the crowd at the airport. 

Don’t let the citizens get close to him and Rong Bingshao. 

At the scene, Lionel was indeed doing this with a group of staff. 



“Everyone, please leave this place. Don’t gather here. Those who are not here to catch 
a flight, please leave the airport immediately. Don’t linger here,” Lionel shouted through 
a loudhailer. 

However, the fanatical citizens did not listen to him at all. 

“Why can’t we be here? We just want to thank our hero!” 

“That’s right. Young Canine Steele risked his life overseas to win honor for our country. 
Shall we let him return home without anyone welcoming him at the airport? No flowers 
or banners? Shall we make him come back alone?” 

“You guys must have been sent by another country, right? Hurry up and leave. Don’t 
block us from seeing our hero!” 

The citizens were incredibly enthusiastic, especially some teenage girls and a group of 
old men and women. They were very difficult to deal with. 

It was impossible for Lionel to use force to make them leave. Otherwise, it would cause 
a public outcry. Therefore, Lionel could only use other methods, such as money or other 
things to bribe as many people as possible to leave. 

Soon, Rong Bingshao’s flight landed on the tarmac of the airport. 

On the plane, all the passengers applauded and shouted Canine Steele’s name in 
unison. 

“Canine Steele! Canine Steele! Canine Steele!” 

With people surrounding him and affording him protection, Canine Steele carried his 
bag and alighted from the plane. 

When the fans waiting on the tarmac saw Canine Steele, they rushed forward and broke 
through the barrier. They wanted to approach this American hero and offer him flowers 
and praise him, letting him know how awesome he was. 

Lionel and the staff could not stop them at all. 

“Canine Steele! Canine Steele! Canine Steele!” 

“Canine Steele, I love you! You’re our country’s hero!” 

The moment Rong Bingshao got off the plane, he was surrounded by a large number of 
American citizens. 

“Hahaha, thank you. Thank you, everyone.” 



Rong Bingshao smiled, holding several bouquets. He was all smiles on the outside. 

However, he was mocking them in his heart: ‘These idiots are so gullible. I just helped 
them kill a useless boxer, but they treat me as a hero. Hehe.’ 

At the side, Jordan and Shaun were standing under another plane. 

Shaun observed the situation and said, “Jordan, Rong Bingshao is protected by so 
many citizens now. It’s not easy for you to make a move. Why don’t we forget about it 
and find another opportunity another day?” 

Shaun felt that if Jordan still wanted to attack Rong Bingshao now, these crazy fans 
would never allow it. 

Although Jordan had always been sympathetic to ordinary people, he was from one of 
the great families after all and was a level higher than ordinary people. 

He was also a Deity, putting him above even people from the secret families. 

Jordan had his pride. He would not give up on taking revenge on Rong Bingshao just 
because some ordinary citizens were present. 

Jordan said coldly, “I told myself that the next time I see Rong Bingshao will be when he 
dies! I don’t care how many people were deceived by him. None of that is important!” 

With that thought in mind, Jordan stalked over with a murderous expression, 
surrounded by thousands of people! 

“Rong Bingshao!” 

Jordan blocked Rong Bingshao’s path and shouted. 

Rong Bingshao was not surprised to see Jordan. He had guessed that Jordan would 
appear sooner or later. 

“Sir, what can I do for you?” 

Rong Bingshao pretended not to know Jordan. 

Jordan said, “You assaulted my wife. Don’t tell me you’re naive enough to think that you 
can get away with it just by killing a boxer?” 

Rong Bingshao chuckled. “What are you talking about? I don’t even know you or who 
your wife is. I killed Zhang Zhilei because he provoked the US. What does it have to do 
with you?” 



Seeing this, Canine Steele’s fanatical fans also shouted at Jordan. 

“Who are you? Why are you saying such ridiculous things to Canine Steele?! Get lost!” 

“Canine Steele is the hero of our country! Are you even American?! You’re a foreign 
spy, right? Hurry up and capture him!” 

“Kid, I don’t care what personal grudge you have with Canine Steele. He is our hero 
now. No one can touch him!” 

“I think I recognize this fellow. He used to be a CEO. He’s an evil capitalist. He must be 
using Canine Steele to make money. So disgusting!” 

These people started to insult Jordan. 

Rong Bingshao laughed smugly. “You want to attack me? Hehe, you have to ask my 
fans for their permission first!” 

As a Deity, how could Jordan stop his revenge plan because of a group of insignificant 
folks?! 

Jordan strode forward and immediately attacked Rong Bingshao! 

Boom! 

Rong Bingshao dodged quickly and said in disdain, “Hmph, do you think you still have a 
physical advantage over me? I’m not afraid of you at all now!” 

Boom! 

Rong Bingshao threw a kick, but Jordan blocked it with his arm. 

After being injected with the Mirakuru serum, Rong Bingshao’s kick was not something 
an ordinary person could withstand. 

Therefore, Rong Bingshao was very confident in facing Jordan. 

Jordan was disdainful. Didn’t Rong Huangde claim that he wanted Jordan and Rong 
Huangde to have a fair fight? 

Alright, now that both of them had been injected with the serum, it was finally fair, right? 

Jordan would kill Rong Bingshao in a fair fight! 

Rong Huangde would have nothing to say to that! 



Bang! Bang! Bang! 

Jordan punched Rong Bingshao three times in a row. Rong Bingshao couldn’t take it 
and retreated repeatedly. 

The people present were shocked. 

“Oh my god, this person is so powerful! He seems to be even more powerful than 
Canine Steele!” 

“Hmph, he’s clearly stronger than Canine Steele. Why didn’t he go to China to teach 
Zhang Zhilei a lesson? Instead, he let a young kid like Canine Steele do it!” 

“That’s right. This man only knows how to punch his own people. He doesn’t dare to 
fight or insult foreigners! We despise him!” 
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No one would have thought that the actual bad person, Rong Bingshao, would receive 
the most applause and support in the US. 

Meanwhile, Jordan, who had made countless contributions to the US and saved the 
lives of millions of citizens in the capital, was being scolded by everyone. 

Jordan had always been indifferent to fame and fortune. If he wanted to, everyone in the 
US would have treated him as a hero long ago! 

He didn’t care what outsiders thought. They didn’t know the truth at all. There was no 
point in arguing with them. All he wanted to do now was to kill this b*stard Rong 
Bingshao with his own hands! 

Bang! 

Boom! 

The two of them punched and kicked each other. 

In the beginning, Rong Bingshao could still withstand a few attacks. However, as 
Jordan’s attacks became increasingly ferocious, even his body, which had been injected 
with the serum, could not withstand it. 



Bang! 

Jordan punched Rong Bingshao’s face again. 

Buzz… 

Rong Bingshao instantly heard a ringing in his ears. 

Jordan followed up with another heavy punch, knocking Rong Bingshao to the ground! 

Boom! 

Rong Bingshao was knocked down by Jordan and fell heavily to the ground. 

Jordan did not stop. When he thought of the indecent photo of Rong Bingshao and 
Victoria, he was furious. He wanted to punch Rong Bingshao’s head into the ground! 

However, at this moment, the crazy fans became anxious. 

Splat! Thud! 

Those young girls, old ladies and middle-aged men threw all sorts of things at Jordan to 
stop him from killing the “Canine Steele”. 

Bang! 

Bang! 

Jordan felt as if his body was being bombarded continuously. There were handphones, 
necklaces, and even rotten eggs and vegetables! 

Lionel was shocked. These people dared to do such a thing to Jordan! 

Did they know who Jordan was?! 

How important Jordan was to the US?! He had once saved the lives of millions of 
people in the capital! 

Lionel quickly instructed. “Arrest all the people who threw things. Charge them with 
being spies! Arrest them immediately!” 

“Yes!” 

A group of Black Ops members in casual clothes took out handcuffs and arrested those 
people before taking them away. 



However, Jordan had already stopped attacking, standing there in a daze. He looked at 
the rotten eggs on his shoulder and felt extremely sad! 

He turned around angrily and looked at the group of “heroic” fans. 

Most of those fans were impulsive youths. When they felt Jordan’s fierce gaze, they 
couldn’t help taking a step back in fear. 

Jordan said angrily, “You threw rotten eggs at me? You threw rotten eggs at me 
because of a b*stard who nearly caused the deaths of millions of people in the capital?!” 

Lionel was stunned. “Mr. Jordan, what did you say? He was the one who was behind 
the paper bomb incident a year ago?” 

Only then did Lionel understand why Jordan wanted to attack Canine Steele. However, 
even Lionel had no idea what Jordan had to sacrifice a year ago to save the millions of 
people in the capital! 

He missed the opportunity to save Victoria! 

It was for the sake of the lives of these people! 

But now, these people were throwing rotten eggs at him! 

How could Jordan not be angry?! 

However, at this moment, Rong Bingshao, who had fallen to the ground, regained his 
senses after resting for 10 seconds. He had been feeling dizzy from Jordan’s 
continuous attacks. 

He realized that even after being injected with the Mirakuru serum, he was not 
invincible. 

If he met a “Superman” like Jordan, who had also been injected with the Mirakuru 
serum, he would still be beaten to death. 

Rong Bingshao quickly stood up and said, “Everyone, reporters, citizens, don’t listen to 
his nonsense. As an American citizen, why would I do anything to harm the capital? The 
capital is my home! I can prove that not only have I not done anything bad, I’m also 
prepared to serve my country and help America become the world’s top superpower in 
technology!” 

Everyone was astounded by Rong Bingshao’s words. 

Even Jordan and Lionel did not understand. Rong Bingshao had only fought in a boxing 
competition in China and killed a boxer who had insulted the US. 



At most, it could only increase the morale of the people. 

What did that have to do with the US becoming the world’s top superpower in 
technology? 

Rong Bingshao wiped the blood from the corner of his mouth. He took out a stack of 
papers from his pocket. 

Rong Bingshao looked at everyone, especially the media cameras. “Everyone, I’m not a 
boxer. Actually, I am a scientist! I am not the only one. My parents are the world’s top 
scientists! Our family has a common goal, which is to help America become the world’s 
number one superpower in technology! 

“I have a list of plans for the technological frontier we will create for the US. This 
includes 1. Artificial intelligence, 2. Quantum information, 3. Integrated circuits, 4. Brain 
research. 5. Genetics and biotechnology. 6. Clinical medicine. 7. Deep space, deep sea 
and polar exploration. 

“I have already conquered all seven of the fields I mentioned. I can proudly tell everyone 
that my achievements are the most advanced in the world. No other scientist in any of 
the other countries can compare! If you doubt my words, I have a document here. This 
is all the relevant information regarding the development of artificial intelligence chips. 
You can invite the top scientists in our country to verify it!” 

With that, silence descended over the scene. 

Lionel was also stunned. “Mr. Jordan, this…” 

Jordan glared at Rong Bingshao. He didn’t expect this fellow to play with such high 
stakes! He was offering all the top technology from the Rong family to contribute to the 
US! 

Jordan believed that what Rong Bingshao was offering was real. He knew very well that 
in terms of artificial intelligence, no one could compare to the Rong family! 

Dr. T at Fort Rong was the best proof. 

Apart from not being able to reproduce, Dr. T could probably do anything for you. 

“No photos! No video recordings!” 

Lionel ordered the reporters not to take photos or videos of the documents in Rong 
Bingshao’s hands. He was afraid that if these were really the world’s top technologies, 
those photos and videos might end up being leaked to foreign countries. 



As Lionel walked towards Rong Bingshao, he instructed, “Mr. Canine Steele, please 
come with my men. There will be professionals to verify this information. We will 
investigate if you did anything to harm the capital!” 

Rong Bingshao smiled calmly. “Sure.” 

Before leaving, Rong Bingshao gestured at Jordan: ‘You can’t win against me!’ 

“Atrocious brat!” 

Jordan was about to rush over when Lionel stopped him. “Mr. Jordan, please calm 
down! Can we find a place to talk first?” 

Thank you for reading on  

Chapter 990: My Heart Faces The Sun And My 
Conscience Is Clear! 

 

10 minutes later, in the VVIP reception room at the capital airport. 

A long-legged 175cm tall beauty wearing a flight attendant uniform was carefully wiping 
the eggs and dirt off Jordan’s body. The airport board of directors had specially sent this 
beauty over. She was the most beautiful air stewardess they had. 

Lionel and the directors hoped that they could use a beauty to appease Mr. Jordan. 

“Sir, there are some traces of rotten eggs on your legs too. Shall I wipe it for you?” The 
beauty stammered and was about to crouch down. 

At this point, how could Jordan still be in the mood to admire beauties? 

“Go away, you don’t have to wipe it!” 

Jordan stated coldly. 

Lionel shot the beauty a look to indicate that she should leave the room. 

After she left, Lionel looked at Jordan regretfully. “Mr. Jordan, I think your heart 
definitely aches at this moment! Others might not know, but do you think that I don’t? A 
year ago, strange explosions caused by paper bombs occurred at four spots 
surrounding the capital. The capital was in danger! You were the one who revealed to 
us that the danger came from the paper. 



“It was also you who personally stopped the explosion from happening in the capital and 
gave instructions to transport the papers out. Some time ago, there were multiple paper 
bomb explosions in China. From the pictures and videos we obtained, the power was 
very great! This further proves that without your help back then, the capital would have 
been destroyed! 

“You’re the benefactor of everyone in the capital. You’re the hero of America! On behalf 
of all the people in the capital, I kneel and thank you!” 

Lionel knelt down and bowed to Jordan. 

It was true that Lionel did not have any official position and 99% of the people in the US 
did not know about him. However, no matter where he went in the country, he would 
receive the highest degree of treatment. 

Jordan helped Lionel to his feet and said, “Lionel, you don’t have to do this! I know. 
When you see me being attacked by those civilians, you think that my heart hurts and I 
regret it. But you’re wrong. I don’t regret what I did a year ago. I would do the same 
thing if given another chance. 

“So what if after saving the lives of millions of people, they threw rotten eggs at me? My 
heart faces the sun and my conscience is clear!” 

‘My heart faces the sun and my conscience is clear!’ 

At this moment, Lionel admired Jordan even more. 

‘Even with millions of people standing in my way, I would still go forward!’ 

Jordan sighed and shook his head. “I don’t care what the civilians in the capital think of 
me. It doesn’t matter whether they treat me as a hero. But I don’t want them to treat 
Rong Bingshao, this villain with ulterior motives towards the US, as a hero!” 

Lionel was shocked. “What? You’re saying that Canine Steele is Rong Bingshao? He’s 
from the Rong family?” 

Jordan nodded. “Yes, he’s actually a Chinese citizen. He is in disguise. A year ago, he 
deliberately used the paper bombs in the capital as a threat to lure me to China. 
Although I successfully saved the lives of millions of people in the capital, I couldn’t stop 
my wife, Victoria, from being tainted by this b*stard!” 

“What? Mrs. Jordan was…” 

Hearing this, Lionel became angry. 



That day, Lionel remembered that he had also led a team to find Victoria. Victoria was 
behaving very abnormally that afternoon and had even knocked someone over with her 
car. 

Thinking about it now, did Victoria have a nervous breakdown and commit those acts 
because she had been tainted by Rong Bingshao? 

Lionel picked up his phone. “Mr. Jordan, please hold on. Let me make a call!” 

… 

Meanwhile, Rong Bingshao was brought to a very hidden place by Lionel’s men. 

After Rong Bingshao got into the car, he was covered with a hood so that he wouldn’t 
remember the way. But Rong Bingshao had high-tech methods and managed to record 
the route. 

Compared to what a secret family had, the methods used by Lionel’s team were 
impossibly outdated and completely useless. 

Rong Bingshao was brought to a strange interrogation room. 

This place was clearly not the police station. 

First, Rong Bingshao was locked in a room alone for about half an hour. Then, a very 
dignified middle-aged man in a special uniform walked in. 

The middle-aged man was holding two glasses of water. He placed one on the table 
and pushed it toward Rong Bingshao. 

Rong Bingshao took the cup and looked at it. He realized that it was plain water and 
smiled. “I prefer coffee.” 

The middle-aged man said sternly, “Make do with it, Mr. Canine Steele.” 

Rong Bingshao took a sip of water without any fear. He didn’t care if there was poison 
or any kind of drug in it. 

The middle-aged man narrowed his eyes and carefully observed any changes in Rong 
Bingshao’s expression. 

Rong Bingshao’s expression remained the same. 

After two minutes, Rong Bingshao had almost finished the water in his cup. He smiled 
at the middle-aged man. 



“The water is not bad. Is there any more?” 

The middle-aged man was stunned. 

Rong Bingshao smiled. “What? Sir, you seem very surprised. Did you drug my water?” 

After Rong Bingshao was injected with the Mirakuru serum, his immunity was 
extraordinary. In addition, he had taken a pill that made him immune to any poison 
before he came. 

In terms of medicine, the Rong family dominated the world. No one in the capital could 
stump him. 

The middle-aged man smiled. “How can that be? You are our country’s hero. Why 
would we drug you?” 

“Let me introduce myself. My name is Yule Chancey. You can call me Director 
Chancey.” 

Rong Bingshao was surprised. “Director Chancey? Which department?” 

Yule said, “You don’t need to know that. You just need to know that we have the right to 
interrogate you. We’ve already let the relevant researchers review the information you 
provided regarding the artificial intelligence chip. They said that it’s quite surprising and 
admirable! These things are at a level that our country’s researchers won’t be able to 
achieve in the next 50 years. Please tell me, how did you get these things?” 

Rong Bingshao smiled. “Of course it’s the result of my dedicated research. I told you, 
I’m a scientist. I can guarantee you that as long as I’m around, I can make America the 
world’s most technologically advanced country in the next five to ten years, far 
surpassing any other nation!” 

Yule frowned and asked, “What do you want in return?” 

Rong Bingshao smiled again. “What do I want? I don’t want anything. I’m from the US. 
Isn’t it only right to contribute the most advanced technology to my country? But since 
you are asking, hehe, I do have one request. 

“A fellow called Jordan Steele wants to kill me. You have to dispel this stupid notion 
from his head. Stop him and ensure my safety. Only then can I continue to help you, 
don’t you think so?” 

Thank you for reading on  



 

Rong Bingshao gave a very smug smile. He felt invincible. 

If he could use this as a bargaining chip, the US would never let Jordan kill Rong 
Bingshao for the sake of technological development. In the future, Rong Bingshao could 
bully Jordan and there was no chance the latter could take revenge. 

Yule didn’t answer directly. Instead, he said politely, “I’m going out for a while. Please 
wait here.” 

After leaving the room, Yule called Lionel. 

“Captain Lionel.” 

“Director Chancey, how are things on your side?” 

“I’ve let the relevant experts review the information. It’s extraordinary. The information 
he provided about artificial intelligence chips is all extremely advanced technology. 
However, he only provided half of the information. He’s not willing to reveal the other 
half. In addition, he said that he can help America become the world’s top technology 
country in the next five to ten years. But on the condition that Mr. Jordan can’t touch 
him.” 

Lionel took a deep breath and replied, “Alright, I’ll report to Mr. Jordan first.” 

After hanging up, Lionel relayed the conversation to Jordan. 

Lionel said, “It looks like Rong Bingshao is afraid that you will kill him, so he came to the 
US to ask us to be his protector.” 

Jordan narrowed his eyes. He finally realized why Rong Huangde was willing to let 
Jordan and Rong Huangde settle their grudge one-on-one. 

Everyone knew that Rong Bingshao was no match for Jordan in every way. In a one-on-
one battle, Rong Bingshao could only obediently accept death. 

“So, they had this plan all along. They knew that I cared about America, so they took 
advantage of this fact to try and keep me in check.” 

How could Jordan not be angry? He hated it when people tried to blackmail and 
manipulate him. 

“Rong Bingshao is just a stupid child, he couldn’t have come up with such a scheme. 
Rong Huangde must be behind this. Hmph, to think that this old fellow was feigning 



ignorance previously. In fact, Rong Huangde was probably also the one who directed 
Victoria’s incident!” 

Rong Huangde and his grandson were playing Jordan for a fool. How could Jordan let 
them win again? 

Taking a moment to collect himself, Jordan sat quietly and held his breath. He closed 
his eyes and tried to predict the future… 

After a few minutes, Jordan opened his eyes and revealed a relaxed smile. 

Lionel could see the change in Jordan’s expression. Although he didn’t know that 
Jordan was a Deity, he could guess that he seemed to have thought of a good solution. 

Lionel asked, “Mr. Jordan, how is it? Have you thought of a good solution?” 

Jordan got up from his seat. Compared to a few minutes ago, he had calmed down a 
lot. Through his predictions, he realized that this would be a long battle. It was not a 
quick match that would come to a speedy conclusion. 

The situation was more complicated than Jordan had expected. 

Jordan said, “Since Rong Bingshao traveled thousands of miles to the US disguised as 
an American citizen, and even brought the world’s top technology here, there’s no 
reason for us to reject him. As he wants to be a hero and a scientist who is revered by 
the people, let him be. As long as he really provides these technologies.” 

Jordan had thought it through. The seven major fields mentioned by Rong Bingshao 
would improve America’s strength by leaps and bounds. 

These were things that Jordan had promised to do for the US. However, it would take 
Jordan many years and a lot of effort to accomplish this. In addition, Jordan was always 
tied down by his relationships. His wives were constantly in trouble and he didn’t have 
much time to help the US. 

Now that Rong Bingshao had personally sent these future technologies over, the US 
should just accept them! 

This saved Jordan some trouble! 

Lionel said worriedly, “But Rong Bingshao isn’t an American. I’m worried that he doesn’t 
really mean to help us. I heard from Director Chancey that he only provided half of the 
information. He might play this trick in every field. He might only provide us with a 
portion of the information and then slowly dole out additional parts depending on his 
mood. We will end up being in a very passive position. 



“On top of that, if he never eventually provides all the information, you will never be able 
to take revenge.” 

Lionel was a smart person. He had already figured out Rong Bingshao’s plan. 

Rong Bingshao would release a portion of the research first as proof and to astound the 
Americans. After whetting their appetites, he would stall for time with all sorts of 
excuses, refusing to give them the complete version. 

But Jordan did not think that this was a problem! 

Jordan said, “It’s alright. A portion is enough! As long as we can determine the general 
materials and research direction, my research team and I can take over and develop the 
second half within a short period. In fact, we can even come up with an improved 
version of his research!” 

Jordan was too experienced in this aspect. 

After all, he had taken over the research of the Miyamoto family’s Mirakuru serum and 
Shaun’s mind-transplant procedure. 

He had also taken over the Geng family’s weather weapons research. 

Jordan could use his prediction ability in all kinds of research and complete the 
unfinished work in a short period of time! 

Rong Bingshao had not experienced Jordan’s prowess in this aspect yet. He thought 
that he would be safe by slowly revealing small bits of information and never providing 
the entire research. 

In reality, Jordan did not need him to hand over the complete version! 

Lionel was delighted. “If that’s the case, that’s great! Let’s lure Rong Bingshao into 
giving us more cutting-edge technology. Thereafter, Mr. Jordan and your research team 
can quickly complete it. I believe it won’t be long before our country’s technological level 
becomes one of the top in the world!” 

Jordan smiled. “Be more confident. Not just one of the top, but the very top! When the 
time comes, only the Rong family can compare to us. When the time comes, I will have 
everything the Rong family has! Whether it’s the most advanced artificial intelligence or 
the black-armored warriors… 

“Rong Huangde, since you asked your precious grandson to come to the US to hand 
over such gifts, I’ll accept them all! The next time we meet, my technological abilities will 
not be inferior to yours!” 



Jordan wanted to use this opportunity to suck everything from the Rong family, through 
Rong Bingshao. He would steal their most advanced technology. And with Jordan’s 
abilities, he could definitely do better than the Rong family! 

Lionel said, “Alright, I’ll call Director Chancey now!” 

Lionel picked up the phone and called Yule to explain the situation. 

Soon, Yule arrived at the interrogation room with a smile and specially handed Rong 
Bingshao a cup of hot coffee. 

“Mr. Canine Steele, you’re so loyal to your country at such a young age. You’re a role 
model for all Americans! Don’t worry, we will definitely ensure your safety and not let 
anyone hurt you!” 

Thank you for reading on  

Chapter 992: This Is Black Technology! 

 

Rong Bingshao crossed his arms and asked with a smile, “Are you sure you won’t let 
anyone hurt me? What about Jordan? The fellow who caused trouble for me at the 
airport today. You guys should know Jordan Steele, right? Actually, I know that his 
status is not ordinary. He seems to have a special position in your Black Ops Team. 

“Anyway, Jordan has a special status in the US and is highly respected. Are you sure 
you can stop him?” 

Yule replied seriously, “Mr. Canine, don’t worry. We’ve already spoken to Mr. Jordan on 
the phone just now. He said that he’s very happy that you are contributing to America’s 
technological development. He has decided not to attack you anymore.” 

Rong Bingshao was delighted. “Oh? Jordan is letting me off? Hahahaha, hahahaha…” 

Rong Bingshao couldn’t help laughing. 

‘Hmph, Grandpa is right. As long as I can leverage upon this patriotic weakness of his, I 
can play Jordan to the death and do whatever I want! Previously, in order to save 
millions of lives in the capital, he didn’t hesitate to sacrifice Victoria. This time, to make 
America’s technology the strongest in the world, he didn’t hesitate to give up the chance 
to take revenge on me. 

‘Hehe, Jordan is too naive. Does he really think that I’ll obediently offer up all my 
cutting-edge technology to the US?!’ 



Rong Bingshao pretended to be an American citizen and served the US. This was just a 
way to restrain Jordan. 

In the end, Rong Bingshao was a Chinese citizen and didn’t even give China these 
high-end technologies. Would he really hand them over to the US? 

Getting to his feet, Rong Bingshao stood up and said, “In that case, will I receive the 
highest level of treatment from now on?” 

Yule nodded. “Yes, we will send our best bodyguards to protect you 24/7. We will also 
arrange a comfortable and safe place for you to stay. In addition, we will do our best to 
satisfy all your requests.” 

Rong Bingshao was currently very important to America’s technology industry, so he 
deserved the best treatment. 

Rong Bingshao was delighted and grew even more smug. “Yes, apart from the most 
delicious delicacies and the most expensive luxury cars, I also want beautiful women!” 

Yule’s expression did not change much. Beautiful women might be treated with respect 
and adulation by ordinary people. However, when it came to the rich, they were just 
products with a clear price tag. 

And at this elite level, beauties were just cheap commodities. 

Many countries like the former Soviet Union would assign their most exquisite female 
agents. 

It was a common thing for them to sacrifice their bodies in order to obtain information. 

Therefore, one could tell a person’s status from their attitude towards beautiful women, 
especially their chastity. 

Only people from the lower class cared about such things. The truly top-notch people 
who controlled the world did not bother about such vulgar things. 

Yule said, “No problem. Mr. Canine, do you have a girl you like? I’ll find her for you.” 

Rong Bingshao said unhappily, “Mr. Canine? I’m Mr. Canine Steele! Call me by my full 
name!” 

Yule said pointedly, “This is a common practice here. We call people by their first 
names, not their full names. You don’t know this?” 

Rong Bingshao knew a bit of American culture but not a lot, so he suddenly felt 
abashed. 



“Is that so? Forget it, you can call me whatever you want. I heard that there are many 
beautiful women on TikTok. Give me a phone, I’ll take a look.” 

Rong Bingshao clicked on the TikTok app and casually swiped the screen. 

“Yes, this one is not bad. Call her over. 

“Haha, this one looks quite sweet. Get her for me too. 

“This girl has a hot figure. I want her.” 

“…” 

Basically, Rong Bingshao wanted every girl who looked good. 

Yule didn’t refuse and just did as he was told. 

… 

Three days later. 

Jordan had just successfully created a special artificial intelligence chip with the Steele 
family’s research team. 

Although Rong Bingshao had only provided half of the information, it was enough to 
point the team in the right direction, and to give them a general idea of the logic behind 
the design and circuit layout. 

With all these things in hand, Jordan used his Deity abilities and the Steele family team 
to easily complete the production of the chip. 

This was much easier than the previous time when he was developing the Mirakuru 
serum and mind-transplant procedure. 

Lionel contacted Jordan and reported the situation to him. 

“Mr. Jordan, Rong Bingshao has been enjoying a luxurious life in the secret place we 
arranged for him. During this period of time, he has spent a lot of money and 
summoned many women.” 

Jordan said indifferently, “It doesn’t matter if we have to waste some money on that 
brat. Anyway, I have too much money and nowhere to spend it. If you don’t have 
enough resources, just ask me for them. As for women, what kind of women did he 
find? Are they famous actresses or singers?” 



There were a few celebrities in the entertainment industry that Jordan liked. He hoped 
that Rong Bingshao didn’t ask for them. 

Lionel said, “No, they’re all just internet celebrities. He randomly saw them on TikTok. 
They’re all women who like to show their legs and flirt.” 

Jordan snorted. “Those women deserve to be played with. Why don’t they go to school? 
They only know how to do those nonsensical acts on TikTok!” 

Jordan looked down on those internet celebrities. 

He had stayed in Orlando for a few years and encountered many internet celebrities 
there. He knew that being an internet celebrity was a profession now. However, he 
knew that most of them didn’t have the intention of making this into a proper profession. 

They only used videos to attract more fans, and then do live-streaming or meet rich men 
offline to earn more money. 

They weren’t even willing to do paid promotions. 

Therefore, Jordan did not pity them at all. 

Jordan said, “Lionel, we’ve already completed the production of the artificial intelligence 
chip. Have Director Chancey interrogate Rong Bingshao to get more information on the 
original framework, artificial intelligence learning logic, and other such relevant things.” 

“Yes!” 

… 

In a hidden villa in the capital. 

A group of internet celebrities was crying as they walked out of the villa. In the villa, 
Rong Bingshao was throwing a tantrum and smashing things. 

Director Chancey had just finished his call with Lionel when he hurried in and asked, 
“Mr. Canine, what’s wrong?” 

Rong Bingshao said angrily, “Liars! Americans are all liars! I just saw these women on 
TikTok. They appear to have a model’s figure and long legs. They are supposed to be 
at least 175cm in height! But in reality, these women are all f*cking short. They are not 
even 160cm! 

“Also, why are these women so beautiful in the videos? But in reality, they’re so ugly 
that I want to vomit! What they did is the most terrifying black technology in the world! 
Even a top scientist like me was deceived!” 



Thank you for reading on  

Chapter 993: Artificial Intelligence Little Steele! 

 

Rong Bingshao had brought the most advanced technology from the Rong family to the 
US. He believed that his technology was invincible in all aspects. 

Who would have thought that TikTok’s photoshop function and American women’s 
makeup techniques would deceive Rong Bingshao? He was shocked! 

Indeed, everyone had their own area of expertise. The Rong family never bothered to 
research such things. Only South Korean and American women cared so much about 
their looks and figures. 

Yule smiled. “I found these girls according to your instructions. If you don’t like them, 
there’s nothing I can do. By the way, Mr. Canine, you’ve had a good rest these past few 
days. Can you provide the second half of your research on the artificial intelligence 
chip?” 

Lionel had already informed Yule that the chip was ready. 

However, Yule knew of Rong Bingshao’s plan. He knew that Rong Bingshao planned to 
only provide half of the research. But if Yule didn’t ask for the second half of the artificial 
intelligence chip research, and instead asked for something else, it might arouse Rong 
Bingshao’s suspicion. 

Rong Bingshao smiled. “What’s the hurry? Take it easy. You need to slowly digest 
these cutting-edge technologies.” 

Yule said, “But, Mr. Canine, you’re such a patriotic person. If you only enjoy yourself 
here every day and don’t contribute to the country, you won’t feel good, right?” 

Rong Bingshao thought for a moment. He had already asked Yule to market “Canine 
Steele” as an American hero and very formidable scientist to the media. 

So Rong Bingshao came to a compromise. “How about this? I’ll show you the original 
framework.” 

Yule asked, “I heard that you have also made great developments in artificial 
intelligence learning logic?” 



Rong Bingshao said, “Of course. The artificial intelligence I developed will have the 
most astounding learning ability. No matter what, it will learn faster and better than 
humans! It’s definitely not as simple as copying an encyclopedia.” 

Thinking of how the Rong family’s wonderful artificial intelligence, “Dr. T”, had been 
blown up by Jordan’s paper bombs, Rong Bingshao’s heart ached. 

Yule said doubtfully, “Aren’t you exaggerating a little? In my opinion, no matter how 
powerful artificial intelligence is, it’s just a machine. It can’t have such powerful learning 
and reasoning abilities like humans.” 

Rong Bingshao snorted. “You’re so ignorant. I often feel that you guys are like ancient 
humans living in the Paleolithic era. You’re so different from me. Oh well, I’ll provide you 
with some information on artificial intelligence learning logic so that you can broaden 
your horizons!” 

Yule lowered his head slightly, but he was secretly delighted. He had successfully 
manipulated Rong Bingshao into giving up the important information which Jordan 
needed! 

… 

Only seven days later, Jordan and the Steele family’s research team successfully 
developed the first version of their artificial intelligence system! 

This artificial intelligence system was in the shape of an off-white robot. It looked like an 
ordinary robot. However, it was so powerful that no other artificial intelligence system 
could compare to it. 

Jordan named it “Little Steele”. 

“Little Steele” had an extremely strong ability to learn and deduce. It more or less knew 
everything. 

Jordan had even installed philosophies like “I Ching” and “Sun Tzu’s Art of War” into it 
so that it could learn them! 

Jordan had been studying how to read people for more than a decade. He believed that 
he was already a very powerful expert. However, Little Steele only used half an hour to 
completely digest these complex theories. 

It was now good at reading people, especially when it came to personality analysis. It 
was not at all inferior to Jordan in this aspect. 

Moreover, because it was a robot, it was not affected by subjective emotions like 
humans were. It was more objective. 



“The Rong family’s research on artificial intelligence is terrifying! I originally thought that 
Dr. T was just an artificial intelligence system with daily and defensive functions. Now, I 
know that that thing was simply omnipotent. As long as it has the chance to learn the 
relevant skills, it can even deduce my thoughts and my next plan of action just through 
my expressions. 

“Fortunately, Dr. T was blown up!” 

Jordan felt that bringing the paper bombs back from the capital and detonating them 
was the right thing to do. 

Rong Huangde was not that scary. He was just an old man. What was scary was his 
technology. 

“Alright, I’ll try and see if this artificial intelligence system is accurate! Who should we 
test it on? I don’t know where Shaun went to have fun. As for Lionel, his personality isn’t 
that clear-cut. There’s no point in testing him. 

“Oh, right. We can test Hailey!” 

Jordan immediately thought of Hailey. This woman had a very distinct personality, and 
her strengths and weaknesses were also very obvious. 

He wanted to see if Little Steele could deduce her personality just by looking at photos 
or videos. 

Jordan activated the personality analysis program. 

Little Steele: “Please show me a photo or video of the target. A friendly reminder. The 
more materials you provide, the more accurate it will be.” 

Jordan took out his phone and provided all the photos posted on Hailey’s social media 
account. 

In addition, Jordan also filled in some information about Hailey, such as her birth year, 
horoscope, favorite food, and so on. He wanted to know if Little Steele could deduce 
what kind of woman Hailey was from this basic information. 

“Little Steele, don’t disappoint me.” 

Jordan said with a smile. He was also an expert in personality analysis. 

Actually, Jordan could also deduce part of Hailey’s personality from the information 
provided. 

Little Steele: “Analysis in progress. Please wait a moment, Master!” 



A few minutes later. 

Little Steele: “Hailey Camden, female, 26 years old. Born to a rich family. 

“Character: Ambitious, vain, extroverted, cheerful, willful, Princess syndrome and loves 
to fantasize.” 

“The type of man she likes: Handsome, good physique, rich, holds a high status. She is 
destined to have no achievements in her career. Her fate is full of misfortune. But one 
can always turn misfortune into fortune.” 

Jordan said, “Analyze the probability of her cheating.” 

Little Steele: “According to my calculations, the probability of Hailey Camden having an 
affair after marriage is 88.88%.” 

“This bad woman!” 

Jordan was shocked. This artificial intelligence was formidable. It could even calculate 
the probability of a person having an extramarital affair. 

In Jordan’s opinion, the probability of Hailey having an affair was not 88.88%. It was 
clearly 100%! 

She had even cheated more than once! 

However, testing Hailey alone was not enough. It was difficult to determine if the 
artificial intelligence system was accurate. 

“Why don’t I analyze Lauren next? She’s the complete opposite of Hailey! 

Thank you for reading on  

Chapter 994: Lauren Is Pregnant! 

 

It could be said that Lauren and Hailey were extremely similar yet also polar opposites 
of each other. They were similar in their beauty, style and even their favorite foods. 

However, when it came to marriage, money, status and worldview, they were 
completely different. 



If Little Steele could analyze the differences between these two people, it would prove 
that Jordan had been very successful in getting this artificial intelligence system to learn 
how to read people. 

Just as he was about to find some photos and videos of Lauren on his phone, she 
happened to call him. 

Jordan clicked accept. 

“Honey.” 

Jordan smiled at the camera. 

On the screen, Lauren was not wearing any makeup. She looked very good without 
makeup, and she looked a little plumper than before. 

Lauren was the first to ask, “Hubby, how have you been recently? Did you fight with 
anyone again?” 

A few days ago, news of Jordan beating up Rong Bingshao at the airport had spread 
like wildfire. Although Lionel had tried to stop the news from spreading, Lauren still 
found out. 

Jordan said, “I’m fine. Don’t worry, Honey. I know my limits. I’ve been researching 
artificial intelligence recently, so I didn’t have time to look for you. Are you alright?” 

Although the two of them were in the capital, Jordan did not have the time to look for 
Lauren. Jordan’s place was a secret base and ordinary people could not enter. 

With a blissful smile on her face, Lauren whispered, “Hubby, let me tell you something. 
You’re going to be a father again.” 

Jordan was stunned before becoming pleasantly surprised. “Really? You’re pregnant?” 

Jordan and Lauren had been wanting to have more children all this while. Jordan was 
still thinking about using his predictive abilities to predict if Lauren would get pregnant a 
few days later. 

However, because of Rong Bingshao, Jordan had forgotten about it. 

Nevertheless, learning this news from Lauren herself was even better! 

Lauren said happily, “Yes, yes, I’m pregnant. Hehe, I can finally have a baby with you 
again. I told Chloe and she’s so happy. She hopes it’s a younger brother. What about 
you? Do you want a son or a daughter?” 



Jordan said, “I like both sons and daughters. Lauren, it’s been hard on you during this 
period of time. I’ll definitely visit you as soon as I’m done here.” 

Lauren said, “I’m fine. You don’t have to worry about me. Go on with your work. I’m just 
calling to tell you this good news. Let’s not chat anymore. Go back to work. We’ll talk 
when we have time. Bye!” 

“Bye, Honey.” 

Jordan hung up the video call feeling overjoyed. 

“I’m going to be a father again. Lauren is going to give birth to my child again. Be it a 
boy or girl, it will definitely be very cute, like Chloe.” 

Jordan couldn’t help looking forward to it. 

Next, Jordan provided some information about Lauren to Little Steele. 

Little Steele: “Analysis in progress. Please wait a moment, Master!” 

A blissful smile appeared on Jordan’s face as he muttered to himself confidently. “The 
chances of Lauren having an affair is definitely zero.” 

Lauren only loved him. There was no possibility of her having an affair. She was the 
complete opposite of Hailey in this aspect! 

Little Steele: “Lauren Howard, female, 27 years old. She’s the daughter of a famous 
family in the capital.” 

“Personality: Gentle and considerate, independent, strong endurance, smart and able to 
see the big picture, but doesn’t worry about things too far into the future.” 

“Not much ambition in her career, very single-minded in love.” 

“The probability of her having an extra-marital affair is…1%.” 

Jordan was taken aback. 

It wasn’t zero? 

1%? 

Where did this number one come from? 

Little Steele issued a reminder: “According to the data analysis, Lauren’s loyalty after 
marriage exceeds 99.99% of the women in the US. She’s a rare, good wife!” 



Jordan was relieved. He smiled. “1% is equivalent to being infinitely close to zero. 
Actually, it’s about the same as zero. After all, nothing is absolute in this world. As an 
artificial intelligence system, Little Steele will definitely be more cautious.” 

In Jordan’s opinion, 1% was equivalent to zero. Lauren would never cheat on him. 

Since he had analyzed Hailey and Lauren, Jordan suddenly wanted to analyze Victoria. 

He didn’t want to test the probability of Victoria cheating. Jordan knew very well that 
Victoria’s attitude towards marriage and love was the same as Lauren’s. They were 
both good women. 

He wanted to analyze Victoria’s fate. 

Jordan believed that Victoria would wake up and have a bright and beautiful life in the 
future. 

He wondered what Little Steele thought. 

Therefore, Jordan provided some information about Victoria to Little Steele. 

Little Steele: “Analysis in progress. Please wait a moment, Master!” 

Little Steele: “Victoria Clarke, 32 years old. She was born into a rich family. Her family 
fell apart when she was young, and her parents left one after the other.” 

“Personality: Extremely independent, extremely ambitious, extremely confident, very 
strong desire to dominate. She can be gentle or imposing, depending on the situation 
and the people around her. She is a woman who will adapt according to the person she 
is interacting with. 

“Her career will be very successful. She will encounter some accidents in her middle 
age, but she will turn misfortune into good luck. Going by her facial lines, she can live to 
at least 60 years old.” 

“That’s great!” 

Jordan was very happy to hear all that. 

He knew that Victoria could be saved! And Jordan was the only person who could save 
Victoria! 

After dealing with Rong Bingshao, Jordan would travel back to the past again to save 
Victoria. 

Whether Rong Huangde agreed or not, he had to do it! 



“Thank you, Little Steele…” 

Jordan was about to close the program. 

Unexpectedly, Little Steele didn’t seem to be done analyzing. It continued. “The 
probability of Victoria Clarke cheating is…” 

Jordan’s finger was already hovering over the button above Little Steele’s head. 

He didn’t want to hear the whole story. He already believed that the probability of 
Victoria cheating was definitely the same as Lauren. 

1%. At the very most, 3-5%. 

However, just as Jordan was about to press down on the button, he heard the number 
“17”. 

Jordan’s hand instantly stopped moving! 

Little Steele: “The probability of Victoria Clarke cheating is 17%!” 

When Jordan heard this, he took a step back in shock and shouted angrily, “That’s 
impossible! Little Steele, you’re mistaken. You’re mistaken! Victoria is a good woman. 
She’s independent and self-reliant. She wouldn’t stoop so low as to have an affair. 
There’s no way she has such a high chance of having an affair!” 

Although Victoria had been tainted by Rong Bingshao before, that was not considered 
cheating. Cheating was a proactive act. 

Little Steele’s analysis was also only based on the probability of such proactive 
behavior. 

Jordan could still accept Lauren’s 1%. 

However, Victoria’s 17% was too ridiculous! 

Thank you for reading on  

Chapter 995: Rong Bingshao Likes Emily! 

 

Victoria was a woman who would rather commit suicide than give up her chastity! 



At that time, after knowing that she encountered such a situation while under Shaun’s 
wife’s control, Victoria had a very strong reaction. She immediately broke up with 
Jordan, unable to accept that she had such a history. 

In the end, she would rather commit suicide than taint their unforgettable love! 

She was a completely different woman from Hailey, but this artificial intelligence system 
made them sound so similar. 

“Looks like this artificial intelligence system still needs to perfect its analysis on women!” 

Jordan did not take the 17% to heart. He did not suspect Victoria. Instead, he blamed 
the artificial intelligence system. It didn’t occur to him that the artificial intelligence 
system was a machine. The data analyzed by the machine was consistent, objective 
and standard. 

On the other hand, analysis by a human had too many emotional factors. 

Especially now that Victoria was still in a coma, Jordan could not accept anyone, not 
even a robot, saying anything bad about her. 

… 

Another week passed. 

During this period of time, Rong Bingshao did not continue to give out information about 
artificial intelligence. Instead, he doled out information on other research fields at 
random. 

He provided some research on quantum information and other categories such as 
genetics and biotechnology. 

And it was the same for these categories. He would only provide a little information 
each time, before switching to another field. 

His goal was to only give them a little taste of every frontier, but not allow them to reap 
the full benefits. 

Unfortunately, he didn’t know that Jordan had been perfecting the research bit by bit 
behind his back. 

In time, America would advance by leaps and bounds in these seven fields! 

On a sunny afternoon, Rong Bingshao was practicing his martial arts in the courtyard 
when he suddenly felt a little strange. 



“How strange. Jordan hasn’t come looking for trouble with me recently. What has he 
been doing? He’s so smart. He should be able to tell by now that I don’t really plan to 
help America. I’m just using it to threaten him. 

“With Jordan’s temper and how much he values Victoria, he should have killed his way 
to me long ago. Hmph, this fellow is really good at enduring. Haha, alright. Since you’re 
so good at enduring, I’ll bully you again!” 

Rong Bingshao thought for a moment. Victoria was currently in a coma. Although he 
wanted to have her again, he was not interested in a woman in a vegetative state. 

“Oh yes, Victoria has a younger sister called Emily. She’s quite good-looking and is 
about the same age as me. She also used to be a flight attendant.” 

Rong Huangde thought of Emily, who was loved by everyone. When it came to Emily, 
not only was Salvatore infatuated with her but countless men across the world. 

Men of all nationalities admired her beauty and figure. 

Through data analysis, Rong Bingshao soon found Emily’s TikTok account. 

Rong Bingshao clicked on the latest video. It was actually just a photo with some 
background music playing. In the photo, Emily was on the beach late at night. She was 
wearing light makeup and skimpy clothes, revealing her lovely arms and legs. 

She was kneeling on the beach, facing the camera. 

[You put out a cigarette that you didn’t smoke.] 

[Striding past me like a shooting star.] 

Paired with a melancholy song, Emily’s photo was heart-stirring. 

Emily was beautiful and the photo was artistic. The vibe of the photo was pensive, but 
the sight of Emily kneeling on the ground made one’s blood boil. 

“Amazing, this girl is amazing!” 

Rong Bingshao watched this video many times and was full of praise for Emily’s looks 
and figure. 

“Jordan’s sister-in-law is so young and beautiful, but he doesn’t want her. Hehe, even if 
you don’t want her, I do!” 

Rong Bingshao thought for a moment before posting a video on TikTok. 



The number of followers Rong Bingshao had on TikTok had already surpassed all other 
celebrities. Everyone in the US, regardless of age or gender, was infatuated with him. 

Young ladies were naturally infatuated with his looks. As for the men and elderly, they 
admired and praised him for his contributions to the US. 

Everyone knew that he was working hard day and night to provide breakthrough 
scientific research for the country. Therefore, when Rong Bingshao posted his video, it 
caused a sensation on the internet. 

In the video, Rong Bingshao was speaking in a tired and honest manner. 

“Hello, everyone. I’m Canine Steele. Long time no see. Recently, I’ve been researching 
quantum information with some scientists. I have good news for everyone. Our progress 
will be ground-breaking. I promise everyone that we will be number one in all kinds of 
technology! However, something happened recently that distracted me. 

“I fell in love with a girl. I can’t help thinking of her. I forced myself to forget about her 
because that would delay my research and the progress of our country’s technology! 
But, I’m sorry, everyone. I’m so useless. I can’t do it. I still think of her every time I close 
my eyes. I want to be with her… 

“I’ve let everyone down and betrayed the country’s trust in me. I’m sorry!” 

Rong Bingshao put on a good show. At the end of the video, he actually squeezed out a 
few tears. 

After watching this video, the netizens left a barrage of comments. 

‘Our hero! Don’t blame yourself! It’s normal for an 18-year-old boy to like a girl! Woo 
whoever you like!’ 

‘That’s right. If the girl knows that you like her, she will definitely be very happy and 
honored!’ 

‘Don’t tell me the girl already has a boyfriend? Or is she married?’ 

‘Canine Steele is the glory of America. He is doing the best scientific research for our 
country. For America’s sake, even if this girl has a boyfriend, she should break up with 
him and be with Canine Steele!’ 

‘That’s right! Our homes are safe only when the country is safe! Although I have a 
husband, if Canine Steele likes me, I won’t hesitate to divorce my husband! I believe my 
husband will understand!’ 



‘I am confessing everything. No more pretending. I am the girl whom Canine Steele 
likes!’ 

“…” 

The moment the video was released, the girl mentioned by Canine Steele instantly 
became the center of attention, not only on TikTok but also on all other social media 
platforms. 

Jordan soon learned about this. 

“That b*stard Rong Bingshao, what’s he up to now?! I have a bad feeling…” 

Thank you for reading on  
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Yule went to the courtyard to find Rong Bingshao. 

“Mr. Canine, which girl do you like this time? You can just tell me and I’ll find her for you. 
Why do you have to post a video yourself and attract so much attention online? During 
this period, I’ve already praised you on all the major media outlets as per your request. 
You’ve helped our country’s scientific research. 

“Now, everyone in the US treats you as a hero and a great scientist. Why do such 
things that will damage your reputation?” 

Of course, Rong Bingshao had his reasons for making such a grand announcement to 
the entire country. 

Firstly, Emily was Jordan’s sister-in-law and they had a close relationship. If Rong 
Bingshao pursued Emily like this, Jordan would know in advance and Emily would 
definitely not agree. 

Therefore, Rong Bingshao wanted to play on public sentiment first. He wanted everyone 
in the US to know that he was currently lovesick and could not even sleep well, let alone 
conduct his scientific research! 

He was forcing Emily to be with him. 

Secondly, Rong Bingshao wanted to continue humiliating Jordan. 

‘I bullied your wife and now I’m chasing your wife’s sister. What can you do?’ 



Rong Bingshao didn’t answer Yule. After a while, he posted another video. 

The video didn’t feature him but was just a photo of Emily. 

Below the video, Rong Bingshao attached a message: I love you. Can you be my 
girlfriend? @emilyclarke. 

Not only did he include Emily’s photo, he even tagged her to let everyone know that this 
was the girl! 

… 

Houston, Houston Bay One. 

Emily was having a gathering with a group of flight attendants. The houses in Houston 
Bay One were all mansions that only the richest people in the country could afford. 

Jordan had given this mansion to Emily. 

The luxurious living room was filled with long-legged beauties. After all, they had all 
been air stewardesses before. They had good figures and were very stylish. 

However, everyone knew that the air stewardess industry was rather messy. There 
were not many good women. 

Emily was naturally considered a good woman because she had a powerful sister 
behind her. She didn’t need to rely on a rich man like others. 

The girls were drinking wine and chatting happily. 

“Who do you think is the girl whom Canine Steele likes? If only I had such a handsome, 
fierce and heroic boyfriend, I would wake up from my dreams laughing!” 

“Haha, stop dreaming. How could he fall for girls like us? She must be an ordinary 
bookworm.” 

“Hey, look at your phone. Canine Steele has posted another video!” 

Everyone eagerly turned on their phones. The moment they saw the latest video, they 
cried out in shock. 

“Ahhhhhhh!” 

The screams of these girls nearly shattered the roof. 

“Emily! It’s a photo of Emily!” 



“Ahhh, this is crazy! The girl whom Canine Steele likes is actually Emily!” 

“Emily, you must have saved the entire galaxy in your previous life! You’re so lucky!” 

Everyone surrounded Emily. 

Emily was momentarily stunned before picking up her phone. “What are you talking 
about?” 

She turned on her phone and saw that countless people had tagged her and sent her 
private messages. Countless people liked her videos and become her followers! 

“Oh my God…” 

Emily was shocked. She had never received so much attention in her life! 

Looking at Rong Bingshao’s latest video, Emily was in disbelief: ‘Oh my god, is that 
true? The person he likes is me?’ 

Emily never thought that a hero would ever like her. 

Over the past few years, she had only liked one man, and that was Jordan. However, 
she also knew that it was impossible between her and Jordan. He had already told her 
that he only liked her sister. 

Emily knew that she couldn’t be in love with Jordan forever. She had to find a boyfriend. 

However, Jordan had set the bar so high. After Jordan, it was very difficult for Emily to 
be interested in other men. 

It could be said that ordinary men were not worthy of Emily’s attention. 

However, Canine Steele was not an ordinary person. Not only was he a celebrity whom 
countless girls were infatuated with, but he was also a scientist and an American hero! 

To be honest, Emily also had a good impression of this boy… 

Emily’s friends kept talking. 

“Emily, go ahead and agree! Haven’t you always complained that the men we 
introduced you to are too ordinary? Canine Steele is not ordinary!” 

“That’s right. Anyway, you’re single now and want to be in a relationship. Canine Steele 
is perfect in all aspects!” 



“Get married this year and have children next year! Canine Steele’s genes are definitely 
the strongest in the world! He has a great physique and his brain is top-notch. He’s 
simply amazing!” 

“That’s right. Even if you don’t date him, you have to have a child with him. Oh my god, I 
really want to have a child with Canine Steele, sob sob…” 

Emily blushed at her friends’ words. 

Canine Steele was indeed a very, very exceptional boy. How could Emily not know this? 

Emily covered her blushing face and said, “I really can’t believe that an outstanding boy 
like Canine Steele would like me. I’m so ordinary and stupid, my education level isn’t 
that high. Canine Steele is a scientist. Will I not be worthy of him?” 

Her friends comforted her. 

“Who cares if you’re worthy or not! Anyway, he’s the one chasing you, not the other way 
round!” 

“That’s right. His crazy fans must be so jealous of you and don’t want you to be with 
him. But you don’t have to worry about them!” 

“Oh wait, look at the comments. Everyone wants Emily to be with Canine Steele. They 
even said that if Emily doesn’t agree, she must be a spy and a traitor!” 

Emily was shocked and immediately opened the comments section and private 
messages. 

Indeed, countless netizens were persuading Emily to agree. Even if she had a 
boyfriend, even if she was married, she had to be with Canine Steele. If Canine Steele 
failed in his pursuit, it would affect his emotions and directly affect the progress of the 
country’s scientific research! 

“Oh my, how did things end up like this? It looks like I have no choice but to agree.” 

Emily patted her cheeks. She suddenly felt her entire body heat up. 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

Ring, ring. 

Suddenly, there was a loud knocking on the front door and the doorbell kept ringing. 

Knocking and ringing. It seemed like there were many people outside. 



Emily looked at the surveillance footage and was a little shocked. There were indeed 
many people standing outside! 

“Who are they?!” 

Thank you for reading on  

Chapter 997: The Most Popular Woman In The 
Country! 

 

Emily was a little afraid. With her friends by her side, she opened the door. 

It was a group of well-dressed upper-class people. 

After all, this was a wealthy residential district. 

“Who are you?” 

Emily looked at the people in confusion because she realized that everyone was holding 
some expensive gifts. 

“You’re Ms. Emily, right? We are fellow homeowners in Houston Bay One and fans of 
Canine Steele. Your information has already been leaked online. Everyone knows 
where you live.” 

“That’s right, Ms. Emily. I didn’t expect Canine Steele to like a girl from the same 
residential district as us. We have come to ask you if you have a boyfriend?” 

Emily answered truthfully, “I don’t.” 

“That’s great! I’ll post this online and tell everyone the good news.” 

“Haha, things will be much easier if you don’t have a boyfriend. Ms. Emily, quickly agree 
to Canine Steele’s proposal!” 

“Congratulations. As your fellow neighbor, please accept this welcome gift.” 

“I have a gift for you too. When you get married, you must remember to invite us!” 

Before Emily could say anything, everyone placed the gifts, worth hundreds of 
thousands, at the door. 

Not wanting to further disturb Emily, they left quietly. 



Emily’s friends became even more envious. 

“Oh my god, Emily, look at how blissful you’ll be to be married to Canine Steele! Even 
your neighbors have given you such expensive gifts!” 

“Haha, Emily, hurry up and agree. Go to the capital immediately to be with Canine 
Steele!” 

“No need. I just saw the news. After Canine Steele found out Emily’s address, he 
immediately took a plane to Houston. He’ll probably be here soon to propose to you!” 

“Huh?” 

Faced with this sudden series of events, Emily was so anxious that she didn’t know how 
to react. 

Ring ring ring. 

Ring ring ring. 

Beep! 

Beep! 

Emily’s phone kept ringing. All her friends and acquaintances were contacting her. Calls 
and messages poured in one after another, leaving no time to breathe. 

Not able to stand the bombardment of so many calls and messages, she switched her 
phone to flight mode and didn’t let anyone reach her. 

However, she didn’t realize that Jordan was also calling her at this moment. 

“Sorry, the number you have dialed is currently unavailable.” 

Jordan was very worried when he heard the system notification. 

“Damn it!” 

He had just learned that Emily was the girl Rong Bingshao liked. 

“Damn you, Rong Bingshao. Not only did you ruin Victoria, you now want to touch her 
sister! Do you think I’m dead?! I will never let you touch Emily!” 

“Prepare a plane to Houston immediately! 



Jordan couldn’t reach Emily, so he rushed to Houston immediately. He contacted Shaun 
and asked him to fly there too. 

Three hours later, Rong Bingshao appeared at the airport as Canine Steele. He caused 
a major commotion the moment he emerged from the airport. 

“Canine Steele! Our hero! Hero Canine!” 

Everyone was cheering for Canine Steele and calling him their hero. 

Rong Bingshao was secretly delighted: ‘Jordan, you should really come to the airport to 
take a good look. Everyone in the US admires me, not you! Hehe, so what if you saved 
the lives of millions of people in the capital? Who the hell knows what you did? 

‘In an hour or two, when I hold Emily in my arms, you’ll probably be so angry that you’ll 
vomit blood, right? Hahaha, when the time comes, I’ll make you submit to me 
completely! I’ll bring you back to China to help my grandfather. We’ll travel back in time 
to explore the secrets of the Handley family! You are only worthy to be our Rong 
family’s lackey!’ 

Even with all those malicious thoughts in his mind, the smile on his face remained as 
innocent as an angel’s. 

Rong Bingshao said to everyone, “Thank you, thank you for your kindness. I’m not 
worthy of being called a hero. A true hero shouldn’t care about personal relationships 
and should contribute wholeheartedly to the country! But for me, I couldn’t eat or sleep 
because of Emily. I’ve let you down. Please accept my apology!” 

Rong Bingshao was about to kneel down and apologize to the people. 

But how could these fanatical fans let him kneel? 

A middle-aged woman hurriedly helped Rong Bingshao up. 

“Canine Steele, you can’t say that. You can’t blame yourself. It’s normal to like 
someone, especially at your age. This shows that you’re a person who values feelings! 
Don’t worry, we’ve already investigated Emily. She lives in Houston Bay One and is 
single. Let’s go. We’ll bring you there. She’ll agree to be with you! Even if she dares to 
refuse, we’ll persuade her!” 

Rong Bingshao was delighted. “Thank you all. I’ll have to trouble you and you all then!” 

Soon, led by his fans, Rong Bingshao arrived at Houston Bay One. This was an 
extremely posh residential district. Not just anyone could enter. 



However, today’s situation was special. The security guard originally planned to only let 
Canine Steele in. 

However, some of Canine Steele’s fans, especially the female ones, were very worried 
about him and insisted on following him in. 

In the end, the security guard had no choice but to let them in. 

A crowd had already gathered outside Emily’s house. 

Rong Bingshao stood in the middle with a bouquet of flowers. 

Ding dong. 

Rong Bingshao pressed the doorbell. 

Inside the house. 

“He’s here, he’s here! Emily, open the door!” 

“So romantic! Emily, You’re the most famous woman in the country now!” 

“Haha, beautify yourself before going out. Your photos will definitely make the 
headlines!” 

Emily had mixed feelings. She didn’t know how to face Canine Steele. 

Although Canine Steele was indeed very outstanding and Emily admired him very 
much, the entire country knew about it now. She was a little nervous. 

‘Perhaps my love life is destined to be so spectacular?’ 

Emily once again thought of Jordan. Her relationship with him was also spectacular. 

Now, the feeling that Canine Steele was giving her was also thrilling. 

And she liked this feeling! 

Emily changed into a very elegant white dress and walked over to open the door. 

It was the first time Emily and Rong Bingshao had met in person and they looked at 
each other. 

Emily was suddenly feeling very shy. Canine Steele seemed to be more handsome than 
in the photos. He even looked like he was of mixed blood! 



Rong Bingshao was secretly delighted: ‘Hehe, Emily is indeed beautiful. Jordan, I’m 
sorry. Your sister-in-law will be mine soon!” 

Thank you for reading on  
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Rong Bingshao was young and full of vigor. With Rong Huangde’s advice, he had 
traveled back to a year ago and won against Jordan. 

Thereafter, he had become increasingly audacious. He dared to cause trouble in the US 
by deliberately going for Jordan’s sister-in-law, Emily. 

Emily was a very important woman to Jordan. 

Not only was she Jordan’s wife’s younger sister, but during a special moment, in the 
backseat of a black Buick GL8, Emily had lost her virginity to Jordan! 

How could he let others sleep with her?! 

Rong Bingshao was secretly pleased with himself, but on the surface, he acted like a 
shy little American boy. 

“Hello Emily, I’m Canine Steele, an ordinary scientific researcher. I like you very much. 
I’ve fallen in love with you ever since I saw your photo! Now, I think about you so much 
that I can’t sleep, and I can’t devote myself to work. I heard that you don’t have a 
boyfriend. Can I be your boyfriend?” 

Emily’s ears were burning. As an air stewardess, she had flown all over the world and 
had more experience than her peers. But this was the first time she had encountered 
such a situation. 

Especially since she knew that it was not just the two of them. Many other people were 
watching her. 

Not only that, this group of people was recording a live stream on their phones. With 
Canine Steele’s recent popularity in the US, at least tens of millions of people were 
watching his love confession! 

Emily was in a dilemma and didn’t know how to reply. 

However, the fanatical fans kept chanting. 



“Say yes! Say yes!” 

“Do you have any reason to reject a boyfriend like Canine Steele? No woman will reject 
him!” 

“Hurry up and say yes. Don’t let Canine Steele lose sleep over you anymore!” 

“That’s right, young lady. Hurry up and fulfill Canine Steele’s wish so that he can devote 
himself to scientific research.” 

“If you don’t agree, you’re a spy!” 

Not only did those outsiders say things like that, but even Emily’s air stewardess friends 
also had the same attitude. 

“Emily, hurry up and agree. There are tens of millions of people watching the live 
stream.” 

“Are you still thinking about your brother-in-law? Don’t think about him anymore. He 
won’t marry you. You have to live your own life!” 

Those who were close to Emily also knew that she liked Jordan. 

It was true that Emily also wanted to start a new relationship, but she felt that it was too 
soon to agree to be this guy’s girlfriend. 

Emily said, “Hello Canine Steele. Thank you for liking me. I’m just an ordinary person. 
I’m really honored to be liked by you. Why don’t we be friends first? I feel that we’ve 
only just met… and things seem to be progressing too quickly.” 

How could Rong Bingshao have the patience to slowly develop his relationship with 
Emily from a friend to a lover? He was not like those lowly bootlickers who clamored 
around goddesses! 

Rong Bingshao said, “I know that this is too abrupt, but as you know, I’m currently 
contributing to America’s cutting-edge technology. I don’t even have a day of free time. 
I’m too useless. As long as you’re not my girlfriend, I won’t be able to sleep or eat. I 
won’t be able to work hard. 

“So, can you give me an answer now? If you don’t like me, please just tell me! Perhaps 
I’m a fragile boy who will need a long time to get over it, but I would rather have a clean 
break!” 

Everyone immediately became nervous when they heard what Rong Bingshao said. 



“Emily, what kind of act are you putting on? You want to be friends first? I think you 
want to treat Canine Steele as a backup lover!” 

“That’s right. Just agree directly. How is Canine Steele not worthy of you? You are really 
good at putting on airs!” 

“If you dare to refuse and let Canine Steele suffer the pain of heartbreak such that he 
can’t focus on his work, you will be the greatest sinner in America!” 

“F*ck, if this b*tch dares to do this, I’ll burn down her house!” 

Fans who were willing to follow Canine Steele all the way here were all crazy fans. 
None of them were normal. Normal people would be busy working and contributing to 
society instead of coming here to make a fuss. 

Emily never expected things to develop to this point. 

If she refused Canine Steele, her house would be burned and she would be attacked! 

Emily’s friends quickly persuaded her. 

“Emily, you should just agree. Canine Steele is our country’s hero. If you reject him, you 
can forget about living in Houston.” 

“Everyone in the US knows that you’re the girl whom Canine Steele likes. If you reject 
him, you won’t be able to stay in the US anymore!” 

Emily bit her lip. She was very unhappy. 

Initially, she had a good impression of Canine Steele. In time, if Canine Steele proved to 
be as outstanding as the rumors claimed, Emily would agree to be with him. 

But now, Canine Steele was forcing her into a corner like this. His fans were also so 
crazy and unreasonable. 

Emily had no choice but to reply, “Alright, I agree to be with you.” 

Emily agreed to be Rong Bingshao’s girlfriend! 

At this moment, Jordan had just arrived at the entrance of Houston Bay One. 

Jordan called Shaun as he walked quickly. 

“Shaun, have you arrived?” Jordan asked. 



Shaun replied, “I’m here. He’s with your sister-in-law. The little beast Rong Bingshao is 
ruthless. He just forced your sister-in-law to be his girlfriend.” 

“What?” 

Jordan became even more anxious. “Shaun, if Rong Bingshao wants to do anything to 
Emily, you must stop him! Also, think of a way to hand your phone to Emily. I want to 
talk to her!” 

Jordan couldn’t get through to Emily’s phone. He had to talk to her now. 

Otherwise, Emily might be tricked by Rong Bingshao’s identity as “Canine Steele” and 
mistakenly think that he was a good man. 

When Shaun heard this, he immediately threw his phone at Emily. 

“Ooff.” 

Emily caught the phone with her hand. 

She originally thought that it was some crazy fan, but when she looked at the phone 
screen, the caller was Jordan. 

Emily immediately placed the phone by her ear. “Is this Jordan?” 

When Jordan heard Emily’s voice, he finally heaved a sigh of relief. “Emily, it’s me, 
Jordan. Don’t agree to be with that b*stard!” 

Emily’s heart warmed. She had always cared for Jordan, but he only had her sister in 
his heart. This was despite the fact that Emily was younger and more vibrant than 
Victoria. 

Hearing his words, Emily was delighted. “Jordan, why… why won’t you let me agree? 
Are you… willing to accept me now?” 
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In the end, Emily was still a teenage girl. Jordan had never taken the initiative to call 
her. 



Now that he knew that Emily had a suitor, Jordan immediately called her. Moreover, he 
sounded very flustered, as if he was afraid that Emily would be snatched away. She 
wondered if Jordan couldn’t bear to let her be with someone else, so he was finally 
willing to accept her. 

Jordan and Victoria were lovers. It was not appropriate for him to have her sister too. 

Now that Victoria had attempted suicide and was in a coma, she might never wake up 
again. 

Perhaps Jordan would accept Emily as a way to help Victoria take care of her little 
sister! 

Jordan was momentarily stunned. He didn’t expect Emily to think that way. 

Jordan said immediately, “No, it’s just that Canine Steele is not a good person. He was 
the one who caused your sister to attempt suicide!” 

“What?” 

Emily was shocked and stared at Rong Bingshao in disbelief. 

She did not understand why Jordan would say such a thing. 

“Isn’t he our country’s hero scientist? Why…” 

Jordan said anxiously, “Anyway, just don’t agree to be with him. Don’t be fooled by him. 
I’ll be there soon!” 

Jordan walked quickly towards Emily’s residence. Jordan had given her this house, so 
he naturally knew which house was hers. However, before he could get close, he was 
stopped by a group of men in black. 

Yule quickly stepped forward. 

“Mr. Jordan, you can’t go in.” 

Yule stopped Jordan. 

Jordan said impatiently, “Move aside! Emily is my wife’s younger sister. She’s very 
important to me. I won’t allow that b*stard Rong Bingshao to ruin her!” 

Yule said, “Mr. Jordan, I know that Ms. Emily means a lot to you, but if you go in and 
stop her like this, everyone in America will see it. Everyone in the US will see you as a 
bad person who went against their hero. I know that you’ve done a lot for the US in the 



past two years and saved us several times, all without any fanfare. I really don’t want a 
true hero like you to be misunderstood by everyone!” 

Jordan paused for a moment. Actually, he didn’t care if ordinary people misunderstood 
him. 

Ever since he became a Deity, he no longer treated most people as humans. He was 
not deliberately insulting anyone, it was just a sense of superiority that one could not 
help feeling. 

He was a Deity. Why would he care about the opinions of ordinary people? 

However, Jordan had always been a low-key person. If the entire country knew what he 
looked like, he would probably not be able to live quietly in the US anymore. 

The US was a beautiful place. He still wanted to accompany his wives and children. 
When he had free time, he wanted to go hiking and skiing. 

Jordan said, “You’re right. For the sake of my family and children living normal lives in 
America, I can’t let too many people know about me.” 

Yule said, “That’s right. We spent a lot of effort deleting all the photos and videos of you 
beating up Canine Steele at the airport. Why don’t we wait a little longer? Let him be 
arrogant for a while longer. After he reveals enough of his technologies, we can attack 
him then!” 

Jordan shook his head. “I won’t let him cause trouble in my territory. I won’t let him 
touch Emily!” 

If Jordan allowed Emily to be harmed by Rong Bingshao, he might as well not be a 
Deity! He wouldn’t be able to look Rong Huangde in the eye again! 

In fact, even Shaun would look down on him and never want to work with him again. 

Jordan closed his eyes and pondered quietly. 

By the time Jordan opened his eyes again, he already had an idea. “Director Chancey, 
immediately release the news that we are holding an artificial intelligence competition in 
the capital. This will be a 20-Nation competition that concerns the honor of the US! The 
competition will be held in a week!” 

Jordan already had a way to deal with Rong Bingshao. 

Didn’t Rong Bingshao want to be a scientist and a hero here? 

Jordan would fulfill his wish! 



Let him help America defeat the other countries and announce to the world how 
powerful the US was! 

Moreover, this would ensure that he had to return to his research lab immediately to 
prepare for the competition. 

Yule replied, “Yes sir!” 

… 

In front of Emily’s house. 

Emily hung up the phone and looked at Rong Bingshao again. The nervous and shy 
expression on her face was gone. 

Instead, resentment rose in her heart. 

She knew that Jordan would not lie to her. Since he said that the man in front of her was 
a bad person, he must be a bad person! 

However, everyone else was still filled with joy. 

“Kiss! Kiss! Kiss!” 

Earlier on, Emily had been forced to agree to be Canine Steele’s girlfriend. The fans 
now encouraged the two of them to kiss. 

Rong Bingshao was delighted when he heard the furor. Of course, he hoped to be 
intimate with Emily as soon as possible! 

“Emily, look, everyone is asking us to kiss. Why don’t we… share a little kiss?” 

Rong Bingshao whispered to Emily. 

Emily refused firmly. “No! We just met, and you’re already forcing me to be your 
girlfriend and want to kiss me. You’re too rude!” 

Hearing Emily’s words, the fanatical fans were furious. 

“How is it rude? It’s just a kiss. Canine Steele has tens of millions of fans. Many people 
want to kiss him, yet you don’t know how to appreciate him!” 

“This woman is too much of a b*tch. Just because Canine Steele likes her, she is 
putting on airs. She has hurt Canine Steele’s heart!” 



“Little girl, you have to be sensible and obey Canine Steele. Otherwise, we can’t 
guarantee that we won’t do something bad to you!” 

“Trash her mansion! Rich people are all so arrogant!” 

Emily took a step back in fear. “How… how can you do this…” 

Emily was about to cry from frustration and fear. 

‘Hehe, Emily, I have a bunch of crazy fans. Let’s see how you are able to reject me! 
Your Jordan won’t dare to come in and save you!’ 

Rong Bingshao was secretly delighted. He believed that he had Emily under his thumb. 
He told the chance and slowly approached Emily, then said gently, “Emily, look, if you 
don’t kiss me, the crowd will smash your house. Be good, let’s put on a show.” 

Emily bit her lip, feeling very indignant. However, given the current situation, it was not 
her place to refuse. She could only close her eyes, just hoping for this terrible scene to 
end quickly. 

“Hehe.” 

Rong Bingshao smiled wickedly as he gazed at the beautiful Emily. He prepared to kiss 
her. 

At this moment. 

Meow! 

Suddenly, hundreds of black cats jumped out! 

One of them jumped onto Rong Bingshao’s face and scratched him. The other cats 
jumped onto the faces of these brainless fans and attacked them! 
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Meow! 

“Ah!” 

“Oh my god!” 



“Help!” 

The scene outside Emily’s house was in chaos! 

Hundreds of black cats suddenly jumped out to attack everyone. Most of them were 
startled and screamed. 

Everyone was attacked, except for Emily. 

However, Emily was also shocked when she saw the others being attacked. 

Bang! 

Rong Bingshao punched the black cat who had scratched his face to death and cursed 
inwardly. 

‘Damn it, it’s Shaun. Shaun is here!” 

At this moment, Rong Bingshao already knew that Shaun had killed his father and 
swapped minds with him. He was furious when Rong Huangde told him. 

He secretly swore that after dealing with Jordan, he would definitely deal with Shaun 
and avenge his father. 

But although Rong Bingshao hated Shaun, he was also afraid of him. 

Even someone as shrewd and experienced as his father had been defeated by him. 
Rong Bingshao knew very well that he was not even a tenth of his father. 

He feared Shaun much more than he feared Jordan. 

Therefore, Rong Bingshao immediately held Emily’s hand and led her into her house 
before closing the door. 

“Hey, wait for us. We are still outside!” 

Emily’s air stewardess friends kept knocking on the door. 

Rong Bingshao would never open the door for them. He wanted to be alone with Emily 
so that he could have a chance to have her. 

“Are you alright, Emily?” 

Rong Bingshao pretended to be concerned. But actually, Emily was not attacked at all. 
She would be fine even if she stood outside. 



Rong Bingshao was the one who was afraid. 

Emily hurriedly shook off Rong Bingshao’s hand and said, “I… I’m fine.” 

Seeing that Emily was a little afraid of him, Rong Bingshao didn’t want to force her. It 
would be meaningless. 

Men like Rong Bingshao, Geng Weilun and the Parks didn’t like getting women by force. 
They were too conceited. They believed that they were the most noble men in the world. 
Women begged them for it. There was no need for them to force themselves on women. 

Therefore, Rong Bingshao did not do anything to Emily for now. 

He looked at the luxurious living room and smiled. “Wow, what stylish decor. Emily, 
you’re a flight attendant and must have been to many countries, right? I’ve also been all 
around the world. I think we must have a lot in common, hehe!” 

Outside the door. 

Shaun used his other phone to call Jordan. “Rong Bingshao has brought Emily inside 
the house. I can’t follow him in. What should I do? I’m worried that Rong Bingshao will 
harm your sister-in-law inside!” 

Jordan replied, “Don’t worry, I’ll force him out soon!” 

Before long, Yule walked in with a few people. 

“Everyone, please make way. We’re from Canine Steele’s research lab and we’re here 
to find him!” 

Yule and the others arrived at Emily’s house and shouted at the crowd. When everyone 
heard that they were from Canine Steele’s research lab, they all revealed looks of 
admiration. 

“Canine Steele just went in. If there’s nothing urgent, don’t disturb him. Let him and 
Emily have some alone time.” 

“Yes, yes. Come back later. Let him enjoy it a little!” 

Yule said to everyone seriously, “Everyone, I don’t want to disturb Canine Steele’s love 
life either, but other countries have already issued a challenge to us. Only Canine 
Steele can save us!” 

Everyone was stunned when they heard that. 

“What? What challenge? What happened?” 



Yule said, “Everyone, you can take a look at the news. In a week, there will be an 
artificial intelligence competition in the capital. Everyone knows that in the field of 
artificial intelligence, Canine Steele’s research is the best in the world! The competition 
is coming soon. In order to win, we have to get Canine Steele to come back now. Let us 
call for Canine Steele together, okay?” 

Under Yule’s instigation, the fanatical fans immediately chanted Canine Steele’s name 
in unison. 

“Canine Steele! Canine Steele! Canine Steele!” 

… 

In the living room of Emily’s house. 

When Rong Bingshao heard his name being shouted, he was bewildered. 

“These brainless fans, why are they suddenly chanting my name? They’re disturbing my 
fun!” 

Rong Bingshao ignored the commotion and continued to tease Emily. “We were talking 
about Beijing just now. What’s your favorite place in Beijing? I’m very familiar with it. It’s 
like my home. When are you free? I’ll take you around for a holiday?” 

Emily chatted with Rong Bingshao for a while and realized that this person was very 
knowledgeable. He had been to more places than Emily and knew this world better than 
her. 

Such a worldly man was quite attractive to Emily. However, Jordan told her that this 
man had harmed Emily’s sister. As a result, Emily did not dare to say too much to him. 

“Emily…” 

Rong Bingshao wanted to reach out and touch Emily again… 

Ring ring ring. 

Rong Bingshao’s phone kept ringing. 

Emily said, “You… Maybe you should look at your phone first.” 

Rong Bingshao was frustrated. He looked at his phone and was shocked. “What? A 20-
Nation artificial intelligence competition will be held in the capital in a week? Which 
b*stard organized it?!” 



Rong Bingshao had no intention of handing over all his artificial intelligence technology 
to the US. 

He had only provided a small portion. 

Artificial intelligence would play an important role in all future applications, including the 
military. If America obtained his high-end technology, it would be a huge threat to the 
Rong family and China. 

Rong Bingshao was definitely not willing to help America. 

Initially, he could have kept delaying it. But now that this competition was coming up, he 
had no choice but to do it! 

‘Damn it, they actually thought of this method to force me to hand over the full version of 
my technology!’ 

Rong Bingshao realized that he was on the trending searches again. But this time, the 
content was not that friendly. 

‘Canine Steele ignores the competition while staying in Emily’s house for an hour.’ 

Rong Bingshao was so angry that he wanted to curse. 

‘Damn it, I’ve only been in for less than five minutes, and they’re saying that I refused to 
come out for an hour!’ 

He clicked on the comments section and saw that they were all scolding him. 

‘We were wrong! Canine Steele is not patriotic at all! He actually disregarded the 
competition for Emily!’ 

‘The competition is in a week. Why is he still wasting time at Emily’s house?!’ 

‘How can such a person be called a hero? Pfft! I fell in love with the wrong person!’ 

Seeing his reputation collapse in an instant, Rong Bingshao was furious. ‘Damn it, 
Jordan is framing me!’ 
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‘This 20-Nation artificial intelligence competition must have been created by that b*stard 
Jordan!’ 



Rong Bingshao originally thought that it was someone from the research labs who had 
organized this competition to obtain the complete version of the technology. But seeing 
how his reputation had deteriorated in such a short period of time, he knew that it must 
be Deity Jordan’s doing! 

‘Damn it, it wasn’t easy for me to make the people of America worship me like a hero. I 
must not lose this reputation!’ 

Rong Bingshao knew very well that his status as an “American Hero” was the only way 
to keep Jordan in check. Without this, he would be alone in the US and his situation 
would become very dangerous! 

Rong Bingshao looked at the beautiful Emily again and was vexed. ‘What a pity! Such a 
hot girl but I can’t have her for now! If I had known earlier, I would have raped her the 
moment I came in!’ 

It was apparent that Rong Bingshao still had a death wish. He grabbed Emily’s hand 
and said, “Emily, there’s a 20-Nation competition coming up. I have to rush back to the 
capital to prepare. Come back with me!” 

Emily tried her best to shake Rong Bingshao off, but he had been injected with the 
serum and was very strong. How could a weak girl like her shake him off? 

The tight grip made her so anxious that she was about to cry. “Let go of me! I’m not 
going with you. You’re a bad person!” 

Rong Bingshao smiled and said, “Isn’t there a saying that girls only love bad boys? 
Don’t you find a bad boy like me very charming? Come back to the capital with me. 
Along the way, I’ll let you enjoy the treatment of being a hero’s wife. You will definitely 
fall in love with this feeling!” 

With that, Rong Bingshao grabbed Emily’s hand forcefully and brought her out. 

Outside, the crazed fans were still shouting for “Canine Steele”. 

Rong Bingshao opened the door and appeared in public view again. 

Everyone was excited to see Rong Bingshao. 

“Canine Steele, the 20-Nation Competition is coming soon. Go back to the capital and 
prepare!” 

“Canine Steele, you can do it! In the field of artificial intelligence, you’re the strongest!” 

“…” 



Rong Bingshao smiled at everyone. “Don’t worry, everyone. I will definitely do my best 
for America! In a week, I promise to let the world see how powerful our country’s 
artificial intelligence technology is!” 

The moment he said that, thunderous applause rang out as everyone chanted Canine 
Steele’s name again. 

“Haha, thank you. Thank you, everyone. I’ve decided to bring my girlfriend, Emily, back 
to the capital! Don’t worry, everyone. I’m just asking her to accompany me to the capital. 
When we reach the capital, I’ll let her settle down and then focus on my research. I 
won’t be tied down by romantic relationships. After the competition ends, I’ll officially 
propose to Emily. We’ll be a real couple then. Please give me your blessings!” 

Since Rong Bingshao said so, no one had any objections. 

Shaun also quietly informed Jordan that Rong Bingshao was bringing Emily to the 
capital. 

Jordan knew that Rong Bingshao enjoyed his status as a “hero” very much. He would 
definitely take a commercial flight back to the capital with a group of ordinary citizens. 
Therefore, he immediately made the arrangements… 

Half an hour later, Rong Bingshao forcefully held Emily’s hand and dragged her to the 
airport. She didn’t dare to resist because Rong Bingshao had too many fans. She was 
afraid that if she went against his wishes, she would be scolded by those female fans 
for putting on airs and not knowing what was good for her. 

However, Emily felt extremely distressed. 

‘Jordan, come and save me, please…’ 

Emily prayed in her heart. 

Soon enough, Rong Bingshao and Emily’s flight was about to take off. 

Rong Bingshao pulled Emily onto the plane and found their seats. He was still holding 
Emily’s hand as he smiled. “Emily, how was it? Were you happy listening to everyone’s 
praise on the way? It’s an honor to be my girlfriend, right?” 

But Emily said, “No, I feel so tired. I don’t want to be a hero’s woman. If anything, I hope 
my man won’t be so great.” 

Rong Bingshao was young and so he didn’t understand. “Why? Don’t all girls worship 
heroes?” 



Emily shook her head. “Yes, we admire heroes and great scientists like you, but we 
don’t want to be with men like you. You get too much praise and admiration. If anything 
happens between husband and wife, the wife will definitely be cursed to death. 
Moreover, as the wife of a hero, she has to be very careful in all aspects. Otherwise, it 
will be very troublesome if the public gets wind of any scandals.” 

Rong Bingshao was enlightened and gradually understood what Emily meant. She was 
saying that if she was a bad woman like Hailey and cheated on her marriage. 

And her husband was someone like Jordan whom no one knew about, Hailey wouldn’t 
be subject to much condemnation. She would be able to return to her normal life rather 
quickly. 

It would be different if her husband was a famous hero scientist like Canine Steele. 

Everyone in the country would curse her until her ancestors turn in their graves! 

This was why Kristen Stewart’s reputation took such a major nosedive after she cheated 
on Robert Pattinson. They were too famous. 

The wife of a well-loved celebrity had to be especially careful not to have an affair. If she 
did, she would be cursed to death by the entire country. 

“Hehe, don’t feel so pressured. Emily, be my girlfriend obediently and listen to me. I 
promise that my fans won’t attack you online.” 

As Rong Bingshao spoke, he suddenly noticed that the passengers were all wearing 
hats and face masks. 

In this day and age, it was not uncommon to see people wearing face masks. However, 
they were all wearing hats too. Some even wore sunglasses and completely covered 
their faces. This was a little strange. 

Rong Bingshao sensed danger. 

Just then… 

Swoosh! 

A special flying knife was suddenly thrown at Rong Bingshao’s right hand. 

It accurately pierced into Rong Bingshao’s hand, which was holding onto Emily’s hand. 

“Ah!” 

“Ah!” 



Emily and Rong Bingshao screamed at the same time. 

Emily screamed because she was afraid that the flying dagger had hurt her. 

At the same time, Rong Bingshao shouted because the knife had truly pierced his hand. 

“Men! Protect me! Someone wants to assassinate me!” 

Rong Bingshao cried out. 

However, none of the passengers got up. Only then did Rong Bingshao realize that 
these were not ordinary passengers at all. 

They had been replaced! 

“Oh, sh*t!” 

The plane had already lifted off the runway and into the air. Rong Bingshao broke out in 
a cold sweat! 
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Although Rong Bingshao did not have Jordan’s ability to predict the future, he could 
sense the danger in the plane. 

He should have known that something was wrong! 

Previously, when he took the plane from the capital to Houston City, he was surrounded 
by passengers who kept taking photos and praising him. 

This time, he was surrounded by fans before he boarded the plane. But after he 
boarded, the atmosphere changed. But Rong Bingshao was focused on Emily and did 
not notice this. 

Suddenly, a familiar figure appeared in front of Rong Bingshao! 

It was Jordan! 

“Jordan!” 

Rong Bingshao was immediately afraid. 



Jordan was furious. “B*stard, how dare you hold Emily’s hand!” 

That flying dagger earlier was Jordan’s signature move. Only he could pierce Rong 
Bingshao’s hand with such precision and terrifying force. 

“Jordan!” 

When Emily saw Jordan, she immediately got up from her seat and threw herself into 
his arms. 

Weak and fragile, she immediately cried after hugging Jordan’s firm body. She was so 
afraid that “Canine Steele” would force himself on her. By then, even if she didn’t want 
to agree, she might not be able to stop it… 

“It’s alright, Emily. I’m here…” 

Jordan patted Emily’s shoulder and comforted her. 

“You’re the b*stard! Jordan, Emily is my girlfriend now. Everyone in the US knows about 
it! How dare you hug my girlfriend? Do you want to die?” 

Rong Bingshao shouted angrily at Jordan. 

Jordan snorted. “Look at this plane. Are there any of your brainless fans? Who will know 
what happened on the plane?” 

Rong Bingshao looked at the other passengers. At this moment, the other passengers 
had taken off their hats and masks, revealing their hostile faces. 

From their expressions, it was obvious that they were all Jordan’s men! 

“Damn it!” 

Rong Bingshao became a little nervous. 

But he pretended to be calm and smiled. “Jordan, you should know my current status. 
Hehe, I don’t believe you dare to touch me!” 

Rong Bingshao was about to prepare for the artificial intelligence competition. If Jordan 
stopped him, the competition a week later would be troublesome. He didn’t know that 
Jordan had already developed his own artificial intelligence system. He even named it 
“Little Steele” and let it learn people-reading skills. 

If not for the fact that Rong Bingshao still had technology from other fields, Jordan 
would have killed him on the spot! 



Jordan would definitely kill Rong Bingshao, but there was no hurry. Since he was here 
and had taken the initiative to offer the Rong family’s technology, he would let him 
contribute more. 

It wouldn’t be too late to kill him after he was no longer useful! 

He could avoid the death penalty for now, but he had to be punished! 

It wasn’t easy for Jordan to find an opportunity today. He would definitely teach this 
b*stard Rong Bingshao a lesson! 

Jordan said coldly, “Do you still remember what I said to you the first time I captured 
you?” 

Rong Bingshao recalled that Jordan didn’t say anything special. 

Jordan reminded him. “I said, with our secret family’s medical skills, I can cripple you 
and then cure you! Rong Bingshao, I’ll make sure you’ll never forget this! I’ll let you 
know the consequences of offending me. I’ll let you know the price you have to pay for 
touching my woman!” 

Bam! Jordan punched Rong Bingshao hard. 

Rong Bingshao hurriedly got up to block. He knew that he was no match for Jordan, so 
he focused on defense, retreating and dodging. 

However, a girl behind him pushed him forward, causing him to suffer a solid punch 
from Jordan! 

“Ah!” 

Rong Bingshao was furious. He glared at the girl who had pushed him. 

“Damn b*tch, how dare you poke your nose into other people’s business. I’ll punch you 
to death!” 

Rong Bingshao felt that he could definitely kill an ordinary girl with one punch. 

Rong Bingshao threw a heavy punch but the girl caught it with one hand! 

“That’s impossible!” 

Rong Bingshao was shocked. How could a mere girl catch his punch with one hand? 

Not only that, the girl even kicked him away! 



This girl’s strength was so domineering that Rong Bingshao couldn’t believe it. He did 
not know that this girl had also been injected with the Mirakuru serum before. Moreover, 
she had been injected even earlier than Jordan. She was the first in the world to be 
successfully injected with the serum. 

Rong Bingshao panicked. He already couldn’t defeat Jordan, and now, a mere girl could 
send him flying with a single kick! 

Could it be that everyone on this plane had been injected with the Mirakuru serum? 

How could he fight them?! 

Rong Bingshao gazed at Jordan with a fearful expression. Jordan looked even more 
dignified now. 

Jordan ordered, “Hold him down!” 

“Yes!” 

Several people surrounded him and held him down, making him kneel on the ground. 

Jordan said, “Rong Bingshao, you already tainted Victoria and you still dare to target 
Emily. Since you can’t control yourself, I’ll help you! Castrate him!” 

Jordan instructed his subordinates. 

“How dare you! I don’t believe you dare to touch me at this point in time! I have tens of 
millions of fans! If I lose a single strand of hair, my fans will never forgive you!” 

Hearing Rong Bingshao’s outrage, Jordan smiled and said, “Don’t worry, I’ll sew it back 
onto you before the plane lands in the capital. 

“Bring him aside to do it. Don’t scare Emily.” 

Rong Bingshao was dragged away by the people while shouting at Jordan. 

“Jordan! You can’t do this! You despicable piece of sh*t! Fight me one-on-one if you 
dare! Jump off the plane with me if you dare. Let’s see who will die!” 

At first, he kept cursing and struggling. 

However, when he realized that he was no match for the people around him, Rong 
Bingshao gradually changed his attitude. 



“Brother Jordan! I was wrong! I didn’t touch your wife! I didn’t even hold her hand! The 
photo I showed you was photoshopped! Have mercy! On account of my grandfather, on 
account of god… aaahhh!” 

Hearing Rong Bingshao’s screams, Emily crawled into Jordan’s arms in fear. 

Jordan hugged Emily and sat down. He comforted her. “It’s alright, it’s alright. With me 
around, I won’t let anyone hurt you.” 

Emily hugged him tightly. “Jordan, thank you for saving me. You’re the hero of this 
world. You should be worshiped! Jordan, after Canine Steele’s pursuit, I realized that I 
can’t forget you. Ever since I fell in love with you, I can’t fall in love with another man. 
What should I do…” 

Jordan was also feeling rather helpless. “Well… I am sure we’ll meet again in the 
future.” 

Emily looked at him affectionately. “I don’t want to think about the future. I only know 
that at this moment, the man I love is right in front of me. I love you, Jordan…” 

She kissed Jordan… 

Thank you for reading on  

Chapter 1003: Another Dream Prophecy! 

 

Jordan felt very awkward. The people around him were all his closest subordinates! 

Emily was Jordan’s wife’s younger sister. How could Jordan do this kind of thing with 
her in front of his subordinates?! As the boss, he had to preserve a righteous image and 
dignity. Only then could he make his subordinates admire him and follow him loyally! 

However, the others were very tactful. When they saw this scene, they immediately 
turned around and sat quietly, not looking in their direction. But given that the seats on 
the plane were so close, even if the others didn’t look, it would still be very awkward. 

Some people even whispered. “Why don’t we parachute down from here?” 

In order to give their master some privacy, their subordinates were going to try all 
means. 

Another person whispered back. “Let’s take some sleeping pills. Everyone, quickly take 
some sleeping pills.” 



As soldiers who carried out missions all year round and as a subordinate of a Deity 
Jordan, they naturally had all kinds of drugs with them. 

However, the sleeping pills were usually for enemies. This was the first time they would 
consume it themselves. 

“How many sleeping pills should we take? Is half an hour enough?” Someone asked 
softly. 

“Are you an idiot or are you insulting our master?! How is half an hour enough?! Take 
enough for two hours!” 

This was an ordinary commercial plane. Going by standard travel times, it would take 
about three hours to reach the capital. 

If it was the Steele family plane, they would have arrived in less than an hour. 

Everyone took out their sleeping pills and prepared to put them in their mouths. 

When Jordan saw this, he hurriedly pushed Emily away and shouted at his 
subordinates, “Hey, what are you doing? Don’t take it!” 

Jordan’s subordinates were usually very obedient but they were now “rebelling”. They 
decisively put the sleeping pills into their mouths. 

Soon, everyone closed their eyes and fell asleep in their seats. 

Emily was surprised to see this. “Jordan, what happened to them? Did they commit 
suicide?” 

Jordan explained, “They took sleeping pills and will sleep for two hours before waking 
up.” 

Emily smiled sweetly. “Hehe, your subordinates are so smart. They are doing this to not 
disturb us. Don’t tell me they often encounter such situations?” She teased Jordan. 

Jordan immediately said, “What nonsense are you spouting? I’m not a playboy like 
Jamie. Emily, you… must control yourself.” 

Emily looked at him innocently and begged. “This is the last time, okay?” 

“Sigh.” 

Jordan sighed. Emily was so impetuous! 

The last time was in the Buick GL8. This time, it was on a plane! 



Why was she so obsessed with transportation?! 

… 

Two hours later. 

On the plane, not only were the subordinates who had taken the pills sleeping, but 
Jordan and Emily had also fallen asleep. 

Emily was leaning on Jordan’s shoulder. When Jordan looked at her side profile, he 
realized that she looked very much like Victoria. 

He gradually fell asleep as he thought about this. 

Jordan dreamed of Victoria again! 

To be honest, ever since Jordan dreamed of Victoria being shot, he had instinctively 
been afraid of dreaming. He was especially afraid of dreams with Victoria inside. 
Whenever Victoria appeared in his dreams, he would immediately wake up. 

But now, he had slowly accepted Victoria’s situation and knew how to save her. 

In addition, Jordan and Emily slept together just now, so he was more relaxed. 

As a result, Jordan was less stressed in this dream. 

It must be said that Emily could indeed make Jordan happy and relaxed. This was 
something that Victoria could not do. 

Although Victoria was peerlessly beautiful, ever since the two of them met, her aura as 
a female CEO, her complicated connections, and her distinguished suitors had given 
Jordan a lot of pressure. 

Jordan dreamed of Victoria again! 

Victoria was still as beautiful as ever, but she didn’t look very happy. She seemed a little 
impatient, anxious and helpless. She looked like she wanted to vent some of her 
emotions. 

In the dream, Jordan felt her walking toward him step by step, as if she wanted his 
comfort. 

However, Jordan did not pull her into his arms. Instead, he slapped her! 

Smack! 



This sudden slap woke Jordan from his sleep. 

“Master, you’re awake!” 

After Jordan opened his eyes, his subordinate, who had also just woken up, greeted 
him. 

Jordan took a deep breath and glanced at Emily, who was still sleeping on his shoulder. 

He recalled his dream. 

Jorda was a Deity. He was different from ordinary people. His dreams were predictions. 
They would become reality! 

Jordan was puzzled. 

“Victoria woke up? I saved her? Or was the dream showing an interaction I had with her 
after I traveled back in time?” 

Just now, Jordan dreamed that Victoria had appeared in front of him, alive and kicking. 
This did not mean that Victoria would be saved. It was also possible that the scene was 
from when Jordan traveled back in time and interacted with Victoria from the past. 

“But be it in the past or the future, I will never hit Victoria! From Victoria’s expression at 
that time, she looked very helpless and needed my comfort. But why did I push her 
away and reject her? 

“It’s fine if I pushed her away and rejected her, but why did I slap her? How could I slap 
Victoria! I would never slap Victoria!” 

Jordan felt that his dream was too ridiculous. He loved Victoria so much that he couldn’t 
wait to dote on her. How could he hit her?! 

At this moment, a subordinate walked over with Rong Bingshao. 

Rong Bingshao looked completely different from how he was two hours ago. His face 
was covered in tears and snot. It seemed like this little kid had cried a lot during that 
period. 

The subordinate said, “Master, Rong Bingshao has already been fully repaired. No one 
will be able to tell.” 

Jordan nodded. 



Rong Bingshao was so angry that he shouted at Jordan, “Jordan, I curse your 
ancestors! I will definitely repay you tenfold or even a hundredfold for what you did to 
me!” 

Rong Bingshao had been cursing Jordan the entire time, even before he saw him again. 
His voice was already hoarse. 

Seeing Jordan and Emily’s furtive behavior with each other and their messy clothes, he 
was shocked. “B*stard! What happened between you and Emily?! She’s my girlfriend. 
How dare you touch my woman!” 

Jordan slapped him. “Rascal, you’re still too young to play with me! Didn’t you want to 
be a hero in America? Didn’t you want to contribute to our scientific cause? Alright, I’ll 
fulfill your wish. When we get off the plane later, produce an artificial intelligence system 
like your late Dr. T. Do you hear me?” 

Thank you for reading on  

Chapter 1004: New Weather Weapon! 

 

Rong Bingshao felt extremely aggrieved! 

He had been humiliated by Jordan, but he couldn’t say anything to his fans and the 
media. 

Tell the truth? 

No one would believe him! 

With the public’s understanding of current medical technology, it was impossible for 
them to believe that Rong Bingshao could recover so perfectly. 

In addition, how could Rong Bingshao publicly admit such a humiliating incident? 

As such, he could only suffer in silence. 

Only then did Rong Bingshao realize how terrifying Jordan was. Even if he had the 
upper hand and used his identity as Canine Steele to restrain Jordan, the latter would 
still find a way to torture him! 

He was indeed a Deity! 



Rong Bingshao said, “Dr. T represents the highest level of artificial intelligence. The US 
doesn’t deserve it! I will never help you build it!” 

Jordan smiled. “If you can’t win this competition, you will no longer be an American 
hero. The people of America will no longer love you so much. When that time comes, it 
will be easy for me to kill you!” 

“You…” 

Rong Bingshao was furious. So this was Jordan’s plan. He was forcing Rong Bingshao 
to maintain his image as a hero! 

“Hmph, I’ll definitely find a way to satisfy both sides!” 

After another hour, Rong Bingshao and Emily walked out of the airport exit together. 
This time, Rong Bingshao did not hold Emily’s hand. 

Firstly, he was a little afraid after being tortured by Jordan. 

Secondly, Rong Bingshao felt that Emily was dirty! 

Faced with a group of fanatical fans, Rong Bingshao forced a smile and didn’t tell 
anyone what had happened on the plane. There was no way to prove such a thing. He 
would only embarrass himself. 

Soon, with everyone sending them off, the two of them got into a Mercedes-Benz V260. 

In the car, Rong Bingshao looked at Emily in disgust. “You b*tch, you agreed to be my 
girlfriend in front of so many of my fans, only to turn around and sleep with Jordan! After 
I’m done with this competition, I’ll teach you a lesson that very night! By then, even your 
dear Jordan won’t be able to save you!” 

As long as Rong Bingshao could help America win, he could spend the night with Emily 
as his official girlfriend. 

By then, even if Jordan wanted to stop him, he couldn’t as that would be going against 
everyone. 

Emily was no longer afraid of Rong Bingshao. She chuckled. “Canine, you’ve just 
suffered a serious injury. You should rest more. Don’t mess around. Safety first!” 

Rong Bingshao could tell that Emily’s words were filled with mockery and disdain! 

“You… you dare to look down on me!” 

Rong Bingshao was so angry that he wanted to hit her! 



At that moment, Rong Bingshao felt an unprecedented wave of humiliation. 

He couldn’t refute it because Emily was right! 

Back in the science laboratory, Rong Bingshao received a call from Rong Huangde. 

“Child, I heard about the 20-Nation competition. Artificial intelligence technology will play 
a critical role in the future. Whoever holds the most advanced artificial intelligence 
technology will be the strongest in the future. Remember, you can’t give all the 
technology to America. You can’t let them get first place. Otherwise, we won’t be able to 
answer to China.” 

“Grandpa, don’t worry. I’m not that stupid. I won’t tell them everything. I’ll only tell them 
a portion so that they can get into the top three,” said Rong Bingshao. 

Rong Huangde asked, “But if you don’t give them everything, will they suspect your 
loyalty?” 

Rong Bingshao smiled. “Artificial intelligence isn’t the only technology they’re interested 
in. I won’t be idle during this period of time. I’ll keep providing them with new 
technologies in other fields, but also only in parts. This way, they won’t suspect me and 
can’t raise any objections, hehe.” 

… 

The next day. 

Jordan had once again dreamed of slapping Victoria. 

When a dream repeatedly appeared, Jordan knew that this scene would soon become 
reality. 

“Oh my god, I really hit Victoria… why?” 

Jordan really couldn’t think of any reason why he would hit her. He wanted to know the 
reason, so he continued to use his prediction ability. 

However, instead of predicting something related to Victoria, he predicted something 
else. 

In the vision, poisonous gas was spreading and everyone covered their mouths, ears 
and noses. Even so, they were still in extreme pain as they fell to the ground. 

“It’s poisonous gas! It must be released by that b*stard, Rong Bingshao!” 



Nevertheless, there was a continuous drizzle of rain and the people on the ground 
gradually regained their strength and stood up. 

After opening his eyes, Jordan carefully analyzed his vision. 

“Rong Bingshao must have released that poisonous gas from anger and become a 
traitor!” 

Jordan already had a detailed plan for what to do next. He knew that Rong Bingshao 
would definitely not provide all of the technology for the 20-Nation artificial intelligence 
competition. He might only bring out enough for the US to get into the top three. 

Although the public would not be satisfied with this result, they would still accept it and 
believe that there would be future opportunities for improvement. 

However, Jordan had already developed an advanced artificial intelligence system. 

Jordan had already informed Yule that he would send “Little Steele” to participate in the 
competition. 

Little Steele would definitely be the champion. This was because its functions were 
even more powerful than “Dr. T”! 

After Little Steele won the championship, all the credit would go to Rong Bingshao. 

Jordan wanted him to become an American hero. Following that, Jordan would expose 
Rong Bingshao’s identity and tell the world that he was actually a Chinese citizen! 

At that time, Rong Bingshao would be termed a traitor by China! 

“The poisonous gas must have been released in the US after Rong Bingshao was 
scolded by his fellow Chinese countrymen. However, the rain in the sky seems to have 
the effect of purifying the poisonous gas…” 

Jordan thought for a moment. Jordan had come up with the concept of cleansing the air 
with rain just a few months ago! 

For example, the Rong and Geng families’ weather weapons were mainly offensive. 

For example, they could produce tornadoes, lightning, acid rain and so on. 

However, Jordan felt that this was too one-sided. Weather weapons could have many 
uses. Not only could they be used to attack, but they could also be used to treat injuries! 

Jordan guessed that the rain that could cleanse the poisonous gas must be a new 
weather weapon he would develop in the near future! 



He immediately made a call. “Summon all the weather weapons experts over. We must 
study something new and show the world!” 

Thank you for reading on  

Chapter 1005: Artificial Intelligence Competition! 

 

A week later, in the capital. 

20 developed countries, including the US, China, Japan and South Korea, participated 
in the artificial intelligence competition held at the Capital Science and Technology 
Museum. 

This competition attracted the attention of the news media from more than 100 
countries. 

Not only were the American people watching the live broadcast on television or on the 
Internet, but netizens all over the world were also watching the live broadcast and 
discussing enthusiastically on social media. 

Fox News. 

News anchor Barry White was dressed in a suit and leather shoes. He faced the 
audience and said, “Good evening, everyone. The artificial intelligence competition is 
about to begin. Director Callum from the American Academy of Science and I will be 
explaining this competition to everyone. 

“In this competition, every participating country will exhibit their artificial intelligence 
creations one by one. Thereafter, the 20 countries will give their scores for the other 
competitions at the same time. They can also give themselves a score. The country with 
the highest score will win. 

“Director Callum, what do you think of this competition? Do you think artificial 
intelligence is important to us? What do you think are our chances of winning?” 

Director Callum was a 70-year-old man, but he looked energetic and had a lot of 
experience. 

In response, Director Callum said, “Of course it’s important. Many people think that 
artificial intelligence has nothing to do with us commoners, but that’s not the case. Self-
driving cars, drones, and cell phone virtual assistants, these things already have real-life 
applications. 



“There is also medical treatment. In the future, when everyone goes to the hospital to 
see a doctor, the doctor might not be the one treating you, but artificial intelligence. 
They can analyze your condition in a shorter time than a human doctor and offer the 
best treatment. 

“Based on my understanding of artificial intelligence, I think we’re at least in the top 
three. Especially after we have Mr. Canine Steele. His research on artificial intelligence 
can be said to be the best. It has exceeded our academy’s level of research by at least 
20 years!” 

Barry White: “Yes, I heard that the artificial intelligence system sent by our country is 
called Little Steele. It’s named after Mr. Canine Steele. Let’s wait and see how many 
points Little Steele can get in the competition.” 

10 minutes later, the competition officially began. 

Many foreigners at the scene and on the internet also started to clamor confidently. 

“America’s artificial intelligence development has lagged behind the past years. China 
and Japan have already progressed beyond them!” 

“It’s not just China and Japan. Russia, Canada and Germany also have better artificial 
intelligence technology than America now. How dare they hold the 20-Nation 
competition in the US capital?” 

“It’s already good enough if America can enter the top five. They’re not that good at 
artificial intelligence. They are not as innovative, hahaha.” 

“…” 

America had not shown any recent progress in most of the technology fields, including 
artificial intelligence. Therefore, everyone looked down on the US. 

Soon, various countries began to display their artificial intelligence systems. There was 
not much to see from the smaller countries. It felt like they were just there to make up 
the numbers. 

Only when Russia stepped forth did the competition become more interesting. 

Barry White said, “We’re looking at Russia’s artificial intelligence. It’s an owl-shaped 
drone. It really looks like an owl.” 

Director Callum said, “The Russian side always had a unique design on bionic avian 
drones. This drone is very suitable for reconnaissance missions. When carrying out 
missions in different regions, this drone can also morph into the shape of different 
birds.” 



Barry White said, “Yes, this is a military application of artificial intelligence. Three 
countries have given Russia full marks of 10 points. Their average score is 9.1 points. 
It’s the highest score so far.” 

“Next up is Japan. They’re showing off their artificial intelligence technology in the area 
of autonomous driving…” 

“It is finally China’s turn! They are considered the most formidable contenders for this 
competition!” 

“Oh, China’s presentation is in a sitcom format. A couple is sitting on the sofa watching 
television. The artificial intelligence should be the robot sweeping the floor, right? Does 
China just want to present a ‘cleaning robot’?” 

Many American families already had cleaning robots. They were no longer considered 
high-tech. 

As one of the strongest contenders, China would definitely not display such low-end 
technology in this 20-Nation competition. 

Suddenly, two men with guns barged in. The couple watching television on the sofa 
panicked. 

Many people also started to feel afraid. What should they do if they encountered 
criminals? 

At this moment, the robot, who was busy sweeping the floor, immediately realized the 
danger and quickly electrocuted the two armed criminals. 

It also accurately knocked away their weapons, enabling the couple to escape safely. 
The robot continued to electrocute the two criminals. It then produced tape and bound 
the two of them. 

The robot even called 911 in the meantime. 

The demonstration ended here. 

There was thunderous applause. 

“Too awesome! China’s artificial intelligence technology is indeed amazing! It can 
actually detect danger and help its master counter the enemy!” 

“Haha, I want to buy one and put it at home. This way, I won’t be afraid of criminals.” 

Online netizens were filled with praise. 



Guns were legal in some countries like the United States, so it was very easy to 
encounter armed criminals. 

With this robot, a person could protect himself well. 

Barry White exclaimed. “China scored 9.8! Oh my god, it’s close to full marks! America 
is under a lot of pressure now. Director Callum, why did China get such high marks? Is 
this function of protecting its master and subduing the enemy really that powerful?” 

Director Callum said, “As time is limited, what is presented is only the tip of the iceberg. 
It doesn’t represent the full range of artificial intelligence technology. For example, after 
seeing that this artificial intelligence can discharge electricity, you can deduce that it can 
also shoot water and fire, or even bullets. This is already very high-end technology.” 

Everyone was astounded. However, Jordan, who was sitting there, just gave a faint 
smile. 

“The Chinese demo is far inferior to Dr. T from the Rong family!” 

Jordan had personally experienced how terrifying Dr. T’s artificial intelligence was. It 
seemed like the Rong family did not offer their most advanced artificial intelligence 
technology to China. 

Barry White continued. “Alright, next up is our very own Little Steele! Let’s see what kind 
of results it can achieve!” 

Thank you for reading on  

Chapter 1006: Shocking The World! 

 

At the scene, Rong Bingshao was wearing a black jacket and sitting with his legs 
crossed. 

‘Hmph, Little Steele, just obediently get second or third place. The first place belongs to 
China. We will always be the overlords. How can I let the US get first place? But even 
though I made a half-complete product for you, this half-complete product is still much 
better than your current technology. You should be grateful to me!’ 

Rong Bingshao had handed over only part of his artificial intelligence research to the 
American Academy of Science. He was unwilling to hand over the completed version, 
which would produce an artificial intelligence system similar to Dr. T. 



If not for the fact that he needed to use his status as an American hero to restrain 
Jordan, Rong Bingshao would not hand over even a single line of information. 

Soon, a cute robot walked to the center of the stage. It was the artificial intelligence 
system “Little Steele” that Jordan had personally designed. 

The audience cheered at the sight of Little Steele. After all, this was America’s home 
ground. No matter how good or bad their artificial intelligence was, the applause would 
always be the loudest. 

It was just like the basketball match between the US and China during the 2008 Beijing 
Olympics. Even though the Chinese knew that the difference between the two teams 
was too wide and their team lagged by at least a few dozen points, the Chinese 
audience still cheered for their nation’s basketball team with the greatest enthusiasm. 

However, when Rong Bingshao saw Little Steele, he leaned forward in surprise. 

“That’s not right. This isn’t the one I designed.” 

The artificial intelligence robot that walked onto the stage was not the one designed by 
Rong Bingshao, but by Jordan. 

Rong Bingshao looked at Yule. “Director Chancey, what happened? Why does ‘Little 
Steele’ look different?” 

Yule replied perfunctorily, “Really? Little Steele has always looked like this.” 

Rong Bingshao was very puzzled. Actually, he hadn’t been keeping an eye on this 
project for the past few days. Instead, he had been working on other technologies. 

“Maybe they altered its appearance.” 

Rong Bingshao didn’t pay much attention to it because it didn’t matter what it looked 
like. The most important thing was the artificial intelligence technology inside it. 

Little Steele picked up a fountain pen and wrote on a piece of paper. 

Rong Bingshao was stunned. “How is it writing? The Little Steele I developed doesn’t 
know how to write at all!” 

Writing was a complicated action. It was not something that could be done casually. 

Little Steele wrote on the paper: I can do everything that they can. 



Barry White said, “Our country’s artificial intelligence robot, Little Steele, wrote: ‘I can do 
everything that they can’. This means that America knows all the artificial intelligence 
technologies from the other 19 countries!” 

Director Callum said, “I don’t doubt that at all! Look, Little Steele personally wrote that 
line. It’s not news that robots can write. Some can even write simultaneously with both 
hands. But to be able to write so beautifully like Little Steele is definitely rare! How did it 
do it! Does our artificial intelligence have such a strong learning ability?” 

Barry White responded. “That’s true. Look at the words. Such exquisite penmanship. I 
don’t think ordinary people can even produce such penmanship without practicing for 
three to five years!” 

Little Steele’s writing ability shocked everyone in the industry. This indeed reflected its 
powerful learning ability! 

Little Steele actually learned its penmanship from Seb Lester, a famous American hand 
lettering artist. Jordan had specially invited him to teach Little Steele penmanship. 

In just a few days, Little Steele’s penmanship had reached 70% to 80% of Seb Lester’s. 

If it was an ordinary human, he would probably have to study for seven to eight years to 
achieve that level of penmanship, but Little Steele only took a few days. 

Little Steele was worried that some foreigners wouldn’t understand English, so it wrote a 
Chinese version since the biggest contender was the Chinese contingent. 

Its Chinese characters were also very beautiful. Jordan had invited celebrated Chinese 
calligraphy artist Tian Yingzhang to teach Little Steele. 

Those Chinese characters written by Little Steele were akin to art. 

Seeing those beautiful Chinese characters, all the Chinese at present and on the 
Internet were shocked! 

“Oh my god! America’s artificial intelligence robot can actually write such beautiful 
Chinese characters! How did it do it?!” 

“This is unbelievable! What a powerful heaven-defying ability! Just this alone is enough 
to give full marks!” 

Little Steele’s appearance stunned the entire world. However, this was not its only 
function. Little Steele picked up a board. It set up a small stand and started to offer 
physiognomy services. 



Barry White chuckled. “Haha, is Little Steele adept at physiognomy? This is really 
creative.” 

Director Callum said, “I wonder if it can really read facial features, or is it just a 
gimmick.” 

At this moment, the Chinese research team couldn’t sit still anymore. An expert called 
Jie Keqiang stood up and walked towards Little Steele. 

Barry White pointed out. “Jie Keqiang has walked over. It looks like he wants to 
personally verify our artificial intelligence robot and see if it really knows physiognomy.” 

After Jie Keqiang sat down, he looked at Little Steele disdainfully. “Read my face. I want 
to know if America’s artificial intelligence is really that powerful and can quickly analyze 
a person’s personality.” 

Little Steele immediately did a facial analysis of Jie Keqiang. It started to analyze Jie 
Keqiang. 

Soon, Little Steele finished analyzing the data. 

“Age: 40 to 45 years old. Stays up late all year round and is in poor health. Suffers 
from…” 

Little Steele listed out all of Jie Keqiang’s illnesses. 

Jie Keqiang was shocked. This robot could tell what illnesses he had just by looking at 
his face. This was too amazing! 

Little Steele continued. “The probability of you having an affair…” 

“What the hell!” 

Jie Keqiang was stunned. Why the hell was this robot predicting the chances of him 
having an affair? Which f*cking programmer designed this?! 

Barry White and Director Callum felt very awkward. The host and his special guest were 
silent for a few seconds, not knowing what to say. 

Little Steele: “Probability of having an affair: 0.” 

Jie Keqiang laughed, and many people applauded him. 

What a good man! 



However, Little Steele went on to offer the reason: “He’s extremely afraid of his wife and 
enjoys being beaten up by her at home. Therefore, the probability of him cheating is 0.” 

“What the f*ck?!” 

Jie Keqiang’s expression turned ugly. This artificial intelligence robot was too powerful. 
It could even tell his fetish from his face! He didn’t dare to sit there any longer. He 
hurriedly got up and left. 

The crowd burst into laughter. 

“Hahaha, this man looks quite domineering. But he likes to be beaten up by his wife.” 

“No wonder the probability is 0. So he’s afraid of his wife. Haha.” 

Rong Bingshao clenched his fists in confusion: ‘How can this be? How can America’s 
artificial intelligence be so powerful? I didn’t even provide the complete version. Why 
does it have such a powerful ability?!’ 

Thank you for reading on  

Chapter 1007: Exposing Rong Bingshao! 

 

America’s artificial intelligence robot, “Little Steele”, displayed its calligraphy and 
physiognomy abilities, shocking the live audience and the entire world. 

Although these two abilities seemed ordinary, those in the industry knew what it meant 
to let artificial intelligence learn these abilities. 

After Jie Keqiang returned to his seat, he felt very embarrassed. The entire world now 
knew that he was afraid of his wife and liked to be beaten up by her. Hence, Jie 
Keqiang instructed the two people who had acted as criminals in China’s presentation to 
attack Little Steele! 

Soon, everyone saw the armed criminals appear again. 

Barry White was surprised. “Eh? Aren’t those the actors who just performed on behalf of 
China? Why are they on stage again?” 

Director Callum said, “I didn’t hear anything about the US collaborating with China.” 

The two actors walked over and started attacking Little Steele! 



Barry White said, “Oh, I understand. They want to test Little Steele’s ability to react to 
dangerous situations! If Little Steele can’t subdue them, it will prove that in terms of 
handling critical situations, it’s not as good as China. Then it won’t get more points than 
China.” 

Seeing this, Jordan gave a relaxed smile. 

Little Steele could deal with 20 ordinary armed criminals, let alone two! 

Little Steele immediately sensed the approaching danger and released a special gas 
that placed the armed criminals in a daze. 

Thunderous applause greeted this scene! 

Barry White shouted, “Full marks! Definitely full marks! Little Steele really knows all the 
abilities of the other artificial intelligence systems. It is even smarter than them!” 

Director Callum said, “Who would have thought that our country’s artificial intelligence 
technology would be the number one in the world now?!” 

Netizens worldwide were in a stupor. 

‘Oh my god, America’s artificial intelligence technology is too powerful. Such amazing 
learning ability!’ 

‘The great United States of America! They have become number one in the world again. 
The rest have stagnated!’ 

‘All of this is because of that American scientist, Canine Steele. I’m really curious where 
he learned his skills.’ 

At this moment, the internet was filled with praises for Canine Steele. However, Rong 
Bingshao’s expression was very grim. 

‘Damn it… how could this be! Who created this Little Steele? Why is it even more 
powerful than our Rong family’s artificial intelligence system?!’ 

Dr. T didn’t know how to read faces. Jordan had also improved its learning abilities in all 
aspects. Therefore, Little Steele was even better than the previous Dr. T. 

As expected, Little Steele was given full marks by all 20 countries. 

The US had won first place in the artificial intelligence competition! 



Rong Bingshao was invited to give his acceptance speech. However, when he reached 
the stage, he did not even give a small smile. He only said perfunctorily, “Thank you, 
everyone. I will continue to work hard.” 

He was a Chinese citizen. Now that the US had won first place, how could he be 
happy?! 

At this moment, Jordan shot Yule a look. It was time for this charade to be over! 

Jordan had already obtained enough information from Rong Bingshao related to the 
other technology fields. Rong Bingshao was no longer useful. He could die! 

With all the ducks in a row, Yule walked onto the stage and said, “Everyone, I have 
something important to announce. I have discovered that Mr. Canine Steele is not 
American, but a Chinese citizen!” 

The scene was instantly in an uproar, especially the Chinese delegation. They were 
shocked. They couldn’t believe that it was a compatriot who had defeated them! 

Rong Bingshao, who had just walked off the stage, was also stunned. “Damn it, what 
nonsense are you spouting?!” 

He did not understand why Yule would expose him in front of the entire world. 

Of course, it was Jordan who arranged it. 

Yule continued, “Mr. Canine Steele’s real name is actually Rong Bingshao. He is a 
Chinese citizen through and through. A Chinese citizen took the trouble to come to the 
US and contribute such high-end technology to our country. What kind of spirit is this? 
This is a selfless spirit! He’s like Henry Norman Bethune! Let us give our warmest 
applause to Rong Bingshao!” 

There was thunderous applause. 

“Oh my god, Canine Steele is actually a Chinese citizen? He didn’t help his own country 
but especially came to help us?” 

“Hahaha… Rong Bingshao is too generous. Hahaha, the Chinese citizens will probably 
curse him to death. Hahaha.” 

“Thank you Rong Bingshao, for the artificial intelligence robot Little Steele!” 

Rong Bingshao stood rooted to the ground. He never expected his identity to be 
exposed in public. 

“No, I’m American. I’m not a Chinese citizen!” 



Rong Bingshao wanted to deny it. If he didn’t, he would be a traitor! However, Jordan 
had already expected this and immediately sent Dragon over. 

Dragon was even stronger than Jordan so it was extremely easy for him to deal with 
Rong Bingshao. He subdued Rong Bingshao and got the other staff to quickly splash 
makeup remover on him. 

Soon, Rong Bingshao’s true appearance emerged. His complexion, eyes and hair all 
morphed into that of a standard Chinese boy. 

Rong Bingshao had his true colors revealed! 

“Wow, he’s really a foreigner!” 

“F*ck, he’s not even American. I don’t like him anymore!” 

Rong Bingshao was exposed. The media reporters kept taking photos of him. 

“No photos! No video recording!” 

Rong Bingshao quickly fled the scene. 

However, it was already too late. On websites around the world, photos of Rong 
Bingshao’s true form had already gone viral. Netizens from China were heartbroken and 
threatened to kill Rong Bingshao. 

‘A million dollar reward to kill this traitor! He actually gave his technology to the US. He’s 
not worthy to be a Chinese citizen!’ 

‘Let’s find where he lives and if he has any relatives. China will never tolerate such a 
traitor!’ 

“…” 

Half an hour later, Rong Bingshao, who was hiding in his hotel room, received a call 
from Rong Huangde. 

Rong Huangde reprimanded him. “Bingshao, what the hell did you do?! Why did you 
give all the artificial intelligence technology to the Americans?! Do you know how much 
of a threat they are to our family and China?! The whole of China is cursing you and our 
Rong family! Even the president called. I’m too ashamed to explain to him!” 

Rong Bingshao was also crying in fear. “Grandpa, I didn’t. I didn’t hand over all the 
technology. I only handed out a small portion. I don’t know how they developed the rest 
in such a short time. I swear, Grandpa…” 



Thank you for reading on  

Chapter 1008: Officially Settle Scores! 

 

Rong Huangde was very disappointed in Rong Bingshao. 

“Bingshao, you had the upper hand and could have completely suppressed Jordan. 
However, you let him turn the tables on you today. You were too careless! Sigh, I 
originally wanted to use this opportunity to train you and nurture your abilities so that 
you will be more qualified to be the master of the world in the future. But from the looks 
of it, you’re not Jordan’s match! 

“Forget it, come back. I’ve already sent the black-armored warriors to pick you up. 
Come home immediately. However, you can’t go home to Chaoyang Park. I don’t know 
who exposed our family’s location there. Many indignant Chinese have gone to 
Chaoyang Park and destroyed our home. Your mother and sister were scared out of 
their wits and have already moved out. It’s a great pity for my secret basement. They 
ransacked the entire place!” 

“What?” 

Rong Bingshao’s heart ached at this news. 

He knew that the Rong family residence was heavily guarded by top-end armory. But 
those Chinese citizens still managed to smash their home as Rong Bingshao’s incident 
had already attracted the attention of the entire country. 

Those ordinary citizens had the support of social media. 

If the Rong family opened fire, it would definitely trigger further uproar. As a secret 
family, they could only endure it and quickly escaped, abandoning their home. 

Rong Bingshao hung up the phone and was so angry that he kept smashing things in 
the room. 

“Damn it! Damn it! Damn it! It must be Jordan. It must be Jordan who developed Little 
Steele. Damn it, why did I use his surname?! 

“I won’t leave just like that. Even if I return to China, I won’t be able to live a normal life. I 
have to hide and not see anyone. I can’t stand such a life. I can’t tolerate such injustice! 
I want everyone in China to know that I am not a traitor! I’m going to leave a ‘big gift’ in 
the capital before leaving!” 



Before long, Rong Huangde’s black-armored warriors came to pick Rong Bingshao up. 

However, Rong Bingshao did not immediately leave with them. 

He knew that these black-armored warriors could release poisonous gas. Therefore, he 
ordered a few black-armored warriors to fly above the capital and circle around it, 
releasing poisonous gas across the sky! 

As he did so, Rong Bingshao posted a video on social media. He said to everyone: 

“Hello, everyone. I’m Rong Bingshao. Yes, I’m indeed a Chinese citizen, but it’s not like 
what everyone thinks. I didn’t hand over the artificial intelligence technology to the 
Americans. I didn’t develop Little Steele at all! I know you might not believe me, so I 
released poisonous gas in the capital. I want to use the lives of these American citizens 
to prove my loyalty!” 

After recording, Rong Bingshao posted it online. 

He believed that by the time he returned to China, the news would report the number of 
deaths caused by the poisonous gas. By then, Rong Bingshao would be able to prove 
to who he was loyal! 

Putting on the black armor, Rong Bingshao prepared to leave the US. He charged out of 
the hotel’s French windows and flew into the air. 

In the sky, a few cool black-armored warriors were still releasing poisonous gas. 

Rong Bingshao had already put on his mask and was watching all of this with a cold 
smile. 

“Hehe, Jordan, don’t blame me for being ruthless. You are the one who killed all these 
people! If you hadn’t exposed my identity, I wouldn’t have done this!” 

As Rong Bingshao flew in the air, he could already see many people on the ground, 
their expressions pained and dying. 

At this moment, Jordan received a call from Lionel. 

“Mr. Jordan, something happened…” 

Before Lionel could continue, Jordan cut in. “I know. There’s poisonous gas, right? Don’t 
worry, I’m already prepared!” 

It suddenly started to drizzle. 

“Is it raining?” 



Rong Bingshao frowned slightly when he saw the rain. 

However, it was not strange for it to rain during this season. This did not affect the 
release of the poisonous gas at all. The light rain landed on the ground and on every 
citizen who couldn’t breathe due to the poisonous gas… 

The rain was like immortal nectar, instantly healing these people. 

The people who had been writhing in pain slowly stood up. 

Those who were at death’s door started to return to normal. 

Rong Bingshao was shocked. 

“Damn it, what’s going on! This isn’t ordinary rain! This is a weather weapon released by 
Jordan!” 

Rong Bingshao immediately realized that the rain was not natural. It was released by 
Jordan. However, this was the first time he had heard of a healing function in a weather 
weapon. 

“Jordan is so terrifying! He has actually developed rain that can purify poisonous gas!’ 

Rong Bingshao clenched his fists. He was unwilling to lose to Jordan like this. 

Rong Huangde had sent 10 black-armored warriors to pick him up. To carry out his 
revenge, Rong Bingshao ordered three of the black-armored warriors to stay in the 
capital and release the poisonous gas. 

Meanwhile, he escaped from the US with the remaining seven. 

After some time, Rong Bingshao arrived at the border between the US and its 
neighboring country. The place was called Stanstead. 

“Oh, this place is quite nice.” 

Rong Bingshao couldn’t resist descending to admire this idyllic small town. After all, he 
was a young man who had just reached adulthood. He would always stop when he 
encountered something interesting. 

“Rong Bingshao, you’ve done so much. Today, I’m going to officially settle my score 
with you!” 

Suddenly, a voice echoed through the air. 



Jordan appeared in his Iron Man armor. Beside him were some of his capable 
subordinates, including Dragon and Salvatore. 

“Jordan! Why are you here?!” 

Rong Bingshao was shocked. He thought he was safe after flying out of the US. 

Salvatore shouted. “Beast, we’ve been waiting for you for more than an hour. Our 
master already predicted that you would fly here!” 

Rong Bingshao was dismayed. It was really troublesome to go against a Deity with 
predictive abilities. 

He knew that Jordan wanted to kill him, and laughed out loud. “Hahaha, Jordan, I know 
you want to avenge Victoria. Hehe, you sure can endure it. I slept with your woman but 
you are only ambushing me now. It’s a pity that I have the protection of the black-
armored warriors. Can you kill me with just a few useless subordinates? 

“Aiya, it’s been a long time since I’ve admired the photo of me and Victoria. I’ll release 
the photo so that everyone can admire it together. Hahahaha…” 

Thank you for reading on  

Chapter 1009: Kill Rong Bingshao! 

 

Using a holographic projection, Rong Bingshao sent the ambiguous photo of him 
hugging Victoria into the air for everyone to see. 

He was clearly provoking and humiliating Jordan! 

As a Deity, how could Jordan tolerate this?! 

“On this day next year, your grandfather will come to pay his respects at your grave!” 

Today was the day he would kill Rong Bingshao! 

Jordan instructed Dragon and the others, “You guys deal with those black-armored 
warriors. I want to personally fight Rong Bingshao!” 

“Yes!” 

With that, Jordan and the others immediately rushed forward. 



Dragon, Salvatore and the others charged over. Some only had their bare fists, some 
had laser weapons, while others flew across the sky in fighter jets. 

Jordan’s side had the advantage in numbers. But although Rong Bingshao only had 
seven black-armored warriors, their power was astonishing. 

Dragon and the others could not deal with these invulnerable black-armored warriors at 
all. 

However, Jordan did not pay attention to the situation on their side. He only had eyes 
for Rong Bingshao. 

He wanted to kill this beast! 

Jordan rushed over. Rong Bingshao controlled his black armor to fly up and fight Jordan 
one-on-one in the air. 

Rong Bingshao was not Jordan’s match in a bare fist fight, but his situation would be 
much better with his armor. After all, Rong Bingshao’s black armor was much better 
than Jordan’s armor in terms of attack and defense. 

If Jordan didn’t have the ability to predict where Rong Bingshao would attack, he would 
have been beaten up badly by him. 

As Rong Bingshao fought Jordan, he mocked, “You want to defeat me with that lousy 
imitation armor of yours? Looks like you’ve spent the past few days researching 
weather weapons to purify the poisonous gas, right? If you had researched on armor 
instead, you might be better off now!” 

Rong Bingshao was wearing black armor and was invulnerable. Jordan could not kill 
him. Therefore, he had to think of a way to get Rong Bingshao to take off his black 
armor first. 

Swoosh! 

Swoosh! 

Swoosh! 

Jordan kept shooting darts at Rong Bingshao’s black armor. 

“Jordan, what’s the use of throwing these darts?! You can’t even destroy my armor with 
a laser cannon, but you want to kill me with darts the size of sesame seeds? Are you 
trying to be funny?” 

Rong Bingshao continued to mock Jordan. 



Of course, Jordan knew that these darts could not damage Rong Bingshao’s armor, 
much less kill him. 

These special darts had other uses. 

After all the darts landed on Rong Bingshao’s armor, Jordan took out a black device and 
pressed it. 

“Are you planning to detonate them?” 

Rong Bingshao wondered if all these darts were hidden bombs. 

However, even if they were explosives, Rong Bingshao was not afraid. Ordinary bombs 
could not destroy this thick armor. 

However, after Jordan pressed the button, there was no explosion. 

“Hmph, playing tricks again! I’m not playing with you anymore. I’m flying to China. Come 
after me if you dare!” 

Rong Bingshao wanted to take flight again, but he couldn’t. 

“Damn it, what’s going on! Why can’t I fly?!” 

Rong Bingshao became anxious. Was the flight function broken? 

Impossible. This black armor couldn’t be broken so easily, even if it had been shot. 

Jordan flew over and attacked Rong Bingshao. 

Splat! Thud! 

Rong Bingshao couldn’t fly and could only stand there to be attacked by Jordan. 

“Ah! Damn it, Jordan, what did you do to my armor?!” 

Rong Bingshao cursed. 

Jordan said, “Idiot, my darts have destroyed the magnetic field of your black armor that 
enables flight. You can’t fly now. Just stand there obediently and die!” 

Bang! 

Jordan fired a laser cannon at Rong Bingshao. He could not dodge and was hit 
squarely. 



Bang! 

Jordan continued to attack, and every attack landed. 

“Oh sh*t, this black armor is too heavy and I can’t move. I’m just a sitting duck here for 
Jordan to hit me as he pleases!” 

Rong Bingshao had no choice. He would have to take off his black armor. So he 
summoned another black-armored warrior to bring him away. 

“Black Armor Warrior, come and pick me up!” 

Rong Bingshao ordered one of the black-armored warriors. 

However, the seven black-armored warriors were occupied with Jordan’s men and 
could not come over at all. 

“Damn it, if I had known earlier, I wouldn’t have let those three black-armored warriors 
stay behind to continue releasing the poisonous gas in the capital!” 

Rong Bingshao regretted it a little. His grandfather had arranged for 10 black-armored 
warriors to escort him and that was the perfect number. Unfortunately, he took the 
initiative to divert three of them for other purposes. 

Jordan knew that although Rong Bingshao wanted to take off his black armor, he was 
afraid. 

Therefore, Jordan personally took off his Iron Man armor and said to Rong Bingshao, 
“Do you dare to fight me one-on-one?!” 

Rong Bingshao had had enough of being immobile. He was being continuously attacked 
without being able to dodge at all. 

Seeing Jordan take off his armor, he also took off his own. 

“Jordan, in terms of endurance, your group can’t compare to my black-armored 
warriors! In less than 10 minutes, they will be defeated by my warriors. By then, you 
won’t be able to stop me! I admit that I’m not your match in a one-on-one fight. 
However, I can still hold my own for half an hour! Come on!” 

With that, Rong Bingshao rushed toward Jordan. 

Pfft! 

Jordan suddenly reached down and picked up a laser knife. He stabbed it straight into 
Rong Bingshao’s stomach. 



“You…” 

Rong Bingshao spat out blood. He never expected Jordan to have a laser weapon 
hidden on the ground beside his feet. 

This knife was covered by some fallen leaves and could not be seen with the naked 
eye. It was obvious that Jordan had hidden the knife at that spot in advance. 

In fact, he had even hidden it there an hour ago! 

Rong Bingshao was seriously injured. He spat out blood and said to Jordan, “Don’t use 
any weapon if you have the guts. Let’s fight with our fists… fairly!” 

Jordan said, “There’s no need. We’ve already competed before. You’re not my match. 
It’s only a matter of time before I kill you. I don’t want to waste time!” 

There was no need for Jordan to argue with someone like Rong Bingshao! This b*stard 
had used the lives of millions of people in the capital to force Jordan to give up on 
saving Victoria. Rong Bingshao made Jordan stand by as his beloved woman was 
tainted by him! 

Just based on this alone, Jordan had enough reason to kill Rong Bingshao a hundred 
times! 

Not to mention, Rong Bingshao had released poisonous gas in the capital and targeted 
Emily. If Jordan hadn’t stopped him, Emily would have fallen into Rong Bingshao’s 
hands! 

Rong Bingshao was bleeding profusely and kneeling on the ground. 

With a laser knife in his hand, Jordan could end his life in the next second! 

Rong Bingshao looked up at Jordan and said, “You… you wouldn’t dare. My 
grandfather…” 

Swoosh! 

Jordan slashed Rong Bingshao’s neck! 

Thank you for reading on  

Chapter 1010: Rong Huangde’s Attitude! 



 

It was not the fall season in Stanstead now but golden leaves were scattered 
everywhere. There was a hint of bleakness amongst the charm of this scenery. 

After being slashed by Jordan, Rong Bingshao no longer had the ability to resist. He 
knelt on the ground and looked up at Jordan. He had just mentioned his grandfather’s 
name to intimidate Jordan when he suddenly heard his voice. 

A few fighter jets flew over from afar. Some kind of technology was used to project a 
voice. 

“Don’t kill him!” 

It was Rong Huangde’s voice. 

Rong Huangde had come to save Rong Huangde. He wasn’t the only one. Geng Anli 
was also here. 

“Jordan, don’t!” 

Geng Anli also intervened. She saw that Jordan was just about to kill Rong Bingshao, 
so she immediately called out to stop him. 

Rong Bingshao smiled. 

Grandpa was here to save him. He was saved! 

However, in the next second, Jordan killed him! 

Jordan did hear Rong Huangde and Geng Anli, but he did not hesitate to kill Rong 
Bingshao! 

No one could stop him! 

“Oh, sh*t…” 

Dragon saw Jordan kill Rong Bingshao while Rong Huangde charged over with his most 
elite soldiers. He was worried that Rong Huangde would kill Jordan to avenge his 
grandson. 

He immediately called for reinforcements. “Requesting reinforcements! Everyone, come 
to Stanstead now!” 

The Rong and Geng family planes landed. 



Rong Huangde and Geng Anli alighted from their respective planes. 

Rong Huangde rushed over to Rong Bingshao’s body. When he saw his grandson’s 
tragic state, tears streamed down his face and he cried. 

“Bingshao!” 

Rong Huangde let out an anguished wail. 

The people on Jordan’s side couldn’t help feeling a little nervous. They wondered if 
Rong Huangde would immediately attack Jordan. 

Jordan’s men were already standing in front of Jordan to protect him! 

Earlier, Geng Anli had failed to stop Jordan. Now, she was afraid that Rong Huangde 
would take revenge on him. 

For Geng Anli, both sides were her friends. 

One was an elder she respected very much, and the other was her bosom friend. She 
didn’t want anything to happen to either of them. 

Geng Anli persuaded, “Uncle Rong, Jordan must have lost control of his emotions, 
that’s why he killed your grandson. You must not start a war with him because of this. 
Otherwise, the world will be in chaos. If we lose a Deity, it will be a huge loss!” 

However, Rong Huangde was not in a hurry to seek revenge on Jordan. He picked up 
Rong Bingshao’s body and walked toward the plane. 

Lee Su-ji couldn’t stand it anymore. She chased after Rong Huangde and asked, 
“Master, do you want to kill Jordan and avenge Young Master Bingshao?” 

But Rong Huangde didn’t answer. 

Geng Anli hurriedly said, “Enough, Su-ji! Do you want the world to fall into chaos? Our 
families agreed to let Rong Bingshao and Jordan fight one-on-one. It was a fair 
outcome. No one is allowed to take revenge!” 

Lee Su-ji glanced at Geng Anli in disdain before glaring at Jordan. 

“Jordan, don’t think that just because you’re a Deity, you can do whatever you want. 
You killed the future successor of our family. We won’t let this matter rest! Let’s go!” 

Although Lee Su-ji really wanted to fight Jordan here, she had to obey orders. 



Since Rong Huangde did not say anything, they would have to postpone this matter to 
another day. 

After Rong Huangde left, Geng Anli walked up to Jordan and whispered, “Jordan, 
although you’re a Deity, the Rong family is still in control of the world. After calming 
down, find a time to apologize to Uncle Rong. I’ll mediate between you two.” 

With that, Geng Anli left quickly with the Rong family. The two families arrived and left in 
a hurry, quickly disappearing into the sea of clouds. 

After all of them left, a black kitten jumped onto Jordan’s shoulder with a note in its 
mouth. 

Jordan pulled the note out of the cat’s mouth. There was a line written on it. It was from 
Shaun. 

‘I’m in the small wooden house in front of you. Come and have a drink.’ 

Jordan walked over and realized that Shaun was already sitting on a small wooden 
chair in the simple living room. There was a table in front of him that looked like it was 
about to fall apart. There were a few dishes of food on the table. 

Shaun picked up a bottle of wine and poured a glass for Jordan. 

“Jordan, come and have a drink. I didn’t expect this small town to have a decent wine 
selection.” 

Jordan walked over and sat down. The two of them picked up their glasses and downed 
them in one go. 

“Sigh.” 

Shaun sighed even before Jordan did. He looked even more depressed than Jordan. 

Jordan had killed Rong Bingshao and completely severed ties with the Rong family. Of 
course, Shaun was frustrated. Shaun planned to go to Cocodrie 30 years ago with 
Jordan and Rong Huangde. He would then join forces with his father and family to kill 
them. 

Thereafter, he would return and become the master of the world. 

Now that Jordan and Rong Huangde’s relationship had completely broken down, there 
was no way they would cooperate. Shaun would have no chance to carry out his big 
plan. 

“Sigh!” 



Shaun poured himself another glass and drank it all. 

Shaun blamed himself in his heart: ‘If I had known earlier, I wouldn’t have slept with 
Victoria but saved her. But it was my wife whom I slept with. It’s only proper!’ 

Shaun felt that he was partly to blame for what had happened. 

After a long time, Shaun finally asked, “Jordan, Victoria is still unconscious. If you want 
to save her, you have to go through the Rong family’s Time Gate and return to the past. 
That is the only way. But now that you’ve killed Rong Huangde’s grandson, I’m afraid he 
won’t help you anymore.” 

However, Jordan looked very confident as he calmly took a small sip of wine. 

“If he doesn’t cooperate with me, he will never be able to find out the secret of the Deity 
and the source of your Handley family’s methods. I believe that Rong Huangde is a man 
who puts his own interests first.” 

Shaun looked delighted. “You’re a Deity. If you say you’ll work together again, then you 
will! Haha, that’s great. Jordan, let’s prepare to go to China after we finish our drinks, 
okay?” 

“Why are we going to China?” Jordan asked. 

Shaun said, “To attend Rong Bingshao’s funeral!” 

… 

Rong Bingshao’s body was transported onto the Rong family’s plane. 

There were AI robot doctors on the plane, as well as top-notch human doctors and 
medical equipment. They were all urgently trying to revive Rong Bingshao. His neck had 
been slashed wide open. 

An ordinary person would definitely be dead. 

But for the Rong family, there was still hope! 

Thank you for reading on  
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24 hours later. 



Rong Huangde brought Rong Bingshao back to the family’s secret base to continue the 
revival. 

After 24 hours of emergency treatment, the attending doctor, Pan Mingde, finally came 
out. 

“How is it? Did you revive Bingshao?” 

Rong Huangde was in Stanstead at that time. He did not attack Jordan immediately as 
he still did not want to become enemies with him. Otherwise, they would not be able to 
work together in the future. 

In addition, he wanted to bring his grandson to be saved as soon as possible. He 
believed that with the Rong family’s medical skills, even if a person was killed, he could 
still be saved. 

Doctor Pan Mingde said, “Rong Bingshao is showing signs of life, but he hasn’t woken 
up.” 

“How long will it take for him to wake up?” Rong Huangde asked eagerly. 

Doctor Pan Mingde lowered his head. “It might take at least three to five years.” 

Rong Huangde took a step back sadly. Three to five years. He didn’t know if he could 
wait that long. 

Lee Su-ji walked over and reported to Rong Huangde, “Master Rong, we detected that 
Jordan and Shaun have arrived in China.” 

Rong Huangde narrowed his eyes. “Jordan must have come to confirm that Bingshao is 
dead.” 

“Su-ji, go and arrange Bingshao’s funeral. Also, change the public opinion on the 
internet. I don’t want anyone to misunderstand my grandson’s loyalty to China!” 

“Yes!” 

… 

Two days later, Rong Bingshao’s funeral was held at a church in Beijing. 

The church was filled with people, but it was silent. The atmosphere was very solemn. 
There was actually a good population of Christians among Chinese citizens. 

The Rong family were Christians. 



Christians believed that after a person died, he would go to heaven. So there were no 
exaggerated expressions of grief. 

All of a sudden, Jordan and Shaun appeared at the entrance. The two of them had 
come uninvited, and Jordan was Rong Bingshao’s murderer! 

Jordan’s arrival immediately made Lee Su-ji and the others, who were guarding the 
door, nervous. Lee Su-ji’s subordinates immediately drew their guns and laser weapons 
and aimed them at Jordan. 

“Jordan, how dare you show your face here! You killed Young Master Bingshao. Aren’t 
you afraid that we’ll kill you here to avenge our Young Master?!” 

Jordan and Shaun had come alone. They did not bring any subordinates. They believed 
that if Rong Huangde really wanted revenge, he would have started a war with Jordan 
long ago. 

Of course, just to be safe, Shaun asked Jordan to predict that they would not fight. That 
was why he agreed to come with Jordan. 

“Su-ji, don’t be agitated. Today is Bingshao’s funeral. Let’s not quarrel and ruin this 
beautiful atmosphere,” Shaun mediated. 

“Hmph!” 

Lee Su-ji glared at Shaun. She already knew that this “Rong Bailun” was actually 
Shaun. She was one of the few people who knew about Shaun’s identity. Even Rong 
Bailun’s wife and daughter still didn’t know. 

Shaun narrowed his eyes, revealing a fierce expression as he sensed this. 

‘Damn it, Rong Huangde told Lee Su-ji about my real identity. I will have to kill this 
woman someday!’ 

The next time Shaun traveled back to the present, he would be the master of the world. 
He would not allow anyone to disobey him. Therefore, people like Lee Su-ji, who knew 
his true identity, had to die. 

“Daddy!” 

A teenage girl rushed out and pounced on Shaun. 

She was Rong Bailun’s daughter, Rong Oumei. 



Rong Oumei still didn’t know Shaun’s true identity and thought that he was really her 
father. Rong Huangde didn’t want the child to suffer, so he didn’t tell Rong Oumei and 
her mother the truth. 

“Oh, sweetheart, Daddy is here. Don’t cry. It’s alright.” 

Shaun quickly hugged Rong Oumei. He was very happy that she didn’t know his true 
identity. 

Otherwise, he would have to kill her as well. 

Shaun secretly swore that as long as Ming La and Rong Oumei did not know his identity 
and treated him as the real Rong Bailun. 

After Shaun killed Jordan and Rong Huangde, he would definitely keep them alive and 
take care of Rong Oumei like she was his real daughter. 

But forget about Ming La. She was too ugly. Shaun would definitely get another 
beautiful wife. 

Hearing the commotion outside, Geng Anli and Lota walked out. 

They had specially come to attend Rong Bingshao’s funeral. After all, they were part of 
the secret families. 

Geng Anli and Lota were both wearing black dresses, but they looked quite different. 
Geng Anli looked like a widow, while Lota looked like a playful young girl who liked to 
wear uniforms. 

“Come in, Jordan.” 

Lota took the initiative to hold Jordan’s hand and bring him in. 

“You’re not allowed to go in! You murderer!” 

Rong Oumei suddenly pushed Jordan hard, her eyes filled with anger. It seemed like 
Rong Oumei knew that Jordan was her brother’s murderer. 

At that moment, Rong Huangde suddenly appeared. He was wearing a white shirt and 
glasses. 

Interestingly, he was not attending as a relative, but as a priest. He had already been 
pronounced dead 10 years ago. To most people, he was already a dead man. 

After Rong Huangde walked over, he comforted Rong Oumei before speaking calmly to 
Jordan. 



“Jordan, come in.” 

Although Jordan had killed Rong Bingshao, Rong Huangde still generously invited 
Jordan in. He knew that Jordan must want to check if Rong Bingshao was really dead. 

Now, Rong Bingshao’s corpse was right there for Jordan to examine. 

Of course, Rong Huangde had already done something beforehand. 

Jordan walked forward and placed a bouquet in front of Rong Bingshao’s coffin. He 
confirmed that he was indeed dead. 

He whispered to Rong Bingshao’s corpse. 

“Don’t provoke me in your next life.” 

After that, Rong Huangde asked Jordan to step outside with him. 

“I’m really surprised you came to my grandson’s funeral.” 

Jordan said, “I don’t want your grandson’s matter to affect our collaboration. I promised 
you before that if you’re willing to let Rong Bingshao and I have a fair duel, I’ll help you 
find out the Handley family’s secrets. My promise is still valid.” 

Shaun added. “That’s right. The dead have left, and we should move on. I know you 
must be very sad that the Rong family no longer has a male heir. However, it’s fortunate 
that you’re still alive! Although you’re already in your 80s and might not be very fertile, 
with the medical skills of the secret families, it will definitely not be a problem to help you 
recover your fertility. Traditional medicine focuses a lot on fertility. Jordan can definitely 
help you, right, Jordan?” 

Jordan looked a little embarrassed. He looked at Rong Huangde. “My family’s traditional 
medicine research can indeed restore the fertility of elders above the age of 100. Is 
this… something you need?” 

Thank you for reading on  
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Every family had its own specialty. 



Although the Rong family was the strongest overall, they might not have invested as 
much in certain fields. For example, they didn’t research youth-enhancing drugs like the 
Park family. 

China already had a large population and they had the one-child policy, so the Rong 
family didn’t bother researching fertility. 

Jordan looked at Rong Huangde awkwardly. Rong Huangde also looked rather 
embarrassed. 

These two had a major grudge between them and deep hatred for each other, but 
Shaun brought up such a sensitive topic. 

But Jordan was surprised by Rong Huangde’s answer. 

Rong Huangde said to Jordan, “Yes, I do need it…” 

Jordan was astounded. 

This man was nearly 100 years old but still had to father another child to continue his 
line. It must be very hard on him! 

Shaun laughed. “Haha, alright, no problem. Leave it to us. When you recover, you can 
give birth to a few more sons! I’ll personally choose the most beautiful woman in the 
world for you!” 

“Um, Mr. Rong, I know you need time to yourself during this period of grief. We’ll remain 
in China. When you’re in a better mood, come visit us and we’ll plan something big 
together. How about that?” 

Rong Huangde nodded. 

… 

Half a month later. 

Jordan and Shaun were playing chess in a mansion in Beijing when Rong Huangde 
suddenly visited. 

“Ah, Daddy is here! Please come in!” 

Shaun was very happy to see that Rong Huangde was finally willing to visit Jordan. Half 
a month had passed and the pain and hatred in his heart should have decreased a lot. 

Time could always soothe wounds and make people forget their hatred. 



“Mr. Rong.” 

Jordan put down the chess piece in his hand and stood up politely. 

Rong Huangde looked a little old and thinner than before, and his complexion was 
pallid. 

Rong Huangde looked at Shaun and said, “You killed my son.” 

He then turned to Jordan. “You killed my grandson.” 

“But I can’t do anything for them.” 

Rong Huangde did look like a pitiful old man. 

As the master of the world, he was indeed quite pitiful. His son and grandson were killed 
by the two people in front of him, but he did not do anything. 

Actually, he could have avenged them. 

Jordan said, “Mr. Rong, I understand your feelings very well. If you want to avenge your 
grandson and start a war with me, I won’t have any complaints if I die in your hands in 
the end. I don’t regret killing Rong Bingshao. I already thought of the consequences 
before I did it.” 

Jordan’s words were neither servile nor overbearing. He was firm and persistent. 

Everyone had the right to avenge their loved ones, as did Rong Huangde. 

Rong Huangde sighed. “Sigh, when will the cycles of vengeance end? I don’t want to 
live in such hatred anymore. I have only one request now. I hope that you can find out 
the secrets of the Handley family and the Deity. Thereafter, you can immediately kill me 
and send me on my way! I only need to know these things, then I can die without 
regrets.” 

Rong Huangde actually invited Jordan to kill him as well. 

Jordan did not know if Rong Huangde was sincere or not. He had never understood his 
true motives. However, Jordan felt embarrassed by his words. It was as if he was 
bullying Rong Huangde. 

However, the truth was that Rong Huangde was very cunning and his technology very 
powerful. Jordan might not be able to kill him. 

Shaun said, “Dad, why say such things? Don’t be so sad. Although you don’t have a 
son or grandson, you can treat me as your son and Jordan as your grandson!” 



Jordan glared at Shaun. 

Shaun realized his faux pas and quickly explained. “I’m not trying to take advantage of 
the situation. My intentions are pure!” 

Rong Huangde said, “Forget it, forget it. I’m just an ordinary old man. How can I be the 
grandfather of a Deity? Deity Jordan, I know you’ve been thinking about Victoria. You 
want to go back and wake her up using my Time Gate. You’ve already blown up the 
previous Time Gate. Only the one in Chongming Island is left. I’ll take you there now.” 

Jordan was extremely excited to hear Rong Huangde say this! 

During this period of time, Jordan had been thinking about going back in time to save 
Victoria again! However, he found it too awkward to request this of Rong Huangde after 
all just killing his grandson. 

Sometimes, Jordan even felt that he would prefer Rong Huangde to start a war with 
him. This way, if Jordan defeated the old man, he would be able to take control of 
everything owned by the Rong family. 

Including the other Time Gate. 

Jordan said gratefully, “Thank you! After I save Victoria, I will definitely help you find out 
the Handley family’s secret!” 

Jordan was a man of his word. He didn’t care if Rong Huangde was faking it or not. He 
only knew that he really needed the Rong family’s Time Gate now. 

Rong Huangde flew Jordan and Shaun to the Rong family’s base on Chongming Island. 

Chongming Island had beautiful scenery, with beautiful national parks. Jordan had 
come here for the holidays before. 

However, they didn’t have time to go sightseeing now. 

The base on Chongming Island did not look like an important base. There was even the 
occasional tourist strolling past a few kilometers away. 

However, this place held the most important invention of the Rong family. 

Rong Huangde led the two of them in. Jordan was extremely excited to see the familiar 
Time Gate again. 

Rong Huangde said, “Deity Jordan, choose a date which you wish to return to.” 



Jordan had already thought about it. Previously, he wanted to prevent Victoria from 
being tainted, but he couldn’t change what had already happened. 

Since it was already a known fact that Rong Bingshao had tainted Victoria, Jordan could 
not change it. 

Therefore, Jordan intended to follow his original plan. He wanted to implant a thought 
into Victoria’s mind so that she would have a firm belief in her heart. The belief that she 
had to spend her life with Jordan. No matter what happened, she could not give up on 
herself. 

Jordan chose the first of April last year. 

“1 April, April Fool’s Day? Didn’t you hold your wedding with Lauren on this day? Why 
did you choose this day to save Victoria?” 

Rong Huangde couldn’t help being curious. 

Jordan was surprised that Rong Huangde, a 90-year-old man, could remember the date 
of his wedding with Lauren so clearly. 

Before coming, he had said that his only wish was to know those secrets and then wait 
for death. 

Wasn’t his memory just a little too good for someone who was just waiting for death? 

Thank you for reading on  

 


